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INTRODUCTION

I. Background

a) Role of the UN

1. In^the 1950s the UIJ called on its r.-^-'ber States bo take into account the

complex interrelationships "between copulation and development in their social

and economic Planning l/. The World Population Plan of Action (WPPA) adopted
in Bucharest (197*0 also called on governments to devise appropriate action
programmes to integrate population measurer into their social and economic goals

and strategies. The International Conference or. Population (ICP: Mexico City,
1984) while reappraising the WPPA racommend^ions-, also explicitly urged policy
makers to give priority to nn integrated aonrocch that takes into account the

interrelationships between population and development. Accordingly, aince

many governments forrnvtlated policies ?xnt\ prcgrana-;^ purporting to take into

account the interrelationships between yor ilation and development,

2. In response to the exures;.?d needy cf tLese eov^rmaentc, the UT-IFPA provided
both technical ana rir.fxnciel assistance to a nurjoei- of government -oroiects in
the^five main areas of Conferences/Seninar^; research activities; dissemination
of information; strengthening technical capacity; mid, instituticn building'for
integration. Between .1.9^9 and 19^, the UNFPA spent a total of US$ 6l.32 million
to support projects in these 5 areas. 0? this amount. African member States
received a total oi* US* 5 = 3? Million (i.e. 9,5%).

3. ^ Desnite the oonc-.vt,:d i:^crtc! in The five mean c?e-,s indicated above,
difficulties are still encountered in at-ce.oting to integrate population into
development islannirg on p. system?,tic basis in the develiopir.g vcrld generally and
Africa in partijuj.aiv In this regard, it is pertinent to observe that the prepara
tion of co-ordinated development -olens 9 bpocifyin^ aim*5 ai:d pro.irots that govern
ments intend to implement during a given pl?.ji period ar vti;1. a.- JOvr they are to
be financeds becar^ an ii.begr*! .part of gov ji^raviit-i? ?.ctivr.t£e,-j in these States
following political inclependenc*j in the l?60r?8 'i^e^e nve-independence plans were
however, often laci^Xy j.istingy cf pectoral-projects \ri b^iout an ex^ination of ■
the effects cf those projects on other sectors, ^pccr'.f: coolly, t-hoso early plans
were not based on a totmd analysis and ^pi-.i^aJ. of t-he Kocio-eoononi-:c situation

in the country. Thii was "because r.v>jt of the :iowly in^erendent African states
at the time did not lenev ex&ctl" what tr- ."onivj-econorrc situation vas in a given
sub-national area of taeir ao:uitry sine,- atat::.r\iccil tccly for poking such problems
were not available and be-aur><-: x.he socio-eci-.i-iov.-'c o,r.d political system failed to
take account of most of the p:-ooj ens th-vc ^.ror.e at the level cf other sectors (e.g.
education or healuh/, it lee: to ierlc^. ori;■?:.o~:^ tl:."-b ^ererat^i bottlenecks at
the imolementation stage. A.i a- illr.soriti,^, t^o er.rly effort in this regard by
three member States 9 C.-w.ercon. Konyn. end iCg.70- u:.-e he:.vr outlined.

1/ See SCOSOC1 Resolution 4?I(XV), 72i'XX7Il) &=<■: l6',2 (l 11) cf lUA/53
24/4/59 ar.d June 19V2 r<":actively; a^d, '^nerol A^criblv Resolution
1217(XII) of ' ' ■
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b) Selected Past Efforts

Cameroon

k. In the 1960s, Cameroon was one of the African countries which did not

consciously direct its efforts toward adopting strategies conducive to slowing

down the population growth rate. The general feeling then was that the country

was underpopulated and that there was no cause for any serious concern. Since

the 1970s, the policy-makers have questioned the validity of this concept

particularly following the findings from the analysis of the data collected in

the 1976 census. The 1981-86 development plan emphasized the need to make

proper institutional arrangements to ensure that population is included in ■

development planning. The measures include reinforcing efforts to improve the

living environment of farmers; resolving the gradual rural depopulation problem

exacerbated by the considerable drift of young people to the urban areas; and3

fostering better understanding of the complex interrelationships between women

and development.

5° The CTOvernment of Kenya launched a national family planning programme in

1967 with the. objective of lowering infant mortality .and hence achieve a

realistic and acceptable reduction in fertility. The 1977-78 Kenya Fertility

Survey reported a total fertility rats of about eight children nor woman of

child-bearing age while the 1979 census reports revealed that tli^ annual growth

rate of the population had in fact increased during the 19*59-79 decade to about

*UO per cent. With these results, the policy-makers became more concerned with

the importance of the population factor in socio-economic development,

6- The 197^-78 development plan stated the implications of -copulation growth

on schools, housing, hospitals, land and job opportunities= In the specific

sector of health, emphasis was laid on "averting" unwanted^ ill-spaced undesi

rable births and the upgrading of healtn centres and dispensaries, as well as

the curtailment of malnutrition. The 1979-1933 development plan focussed on

raising the standard of living of Kenyans and urged a publicity campaign in

favour of small families. In-1932, a National Council for Population and Develop

ment (NCPD) was established as a framework for making population a central

concern to the nation. The goals of fhe NCPD included reducing the population

growth rate from k.2 tc 3«3 per cent in 1988 ?J% achieving on improved quality

of life simultaneous with a reduction of population growth and the availability

of practical family Planning services mainly in the rural areas; intensification

of the government's population education activities; reducing rural-urban

migration-, and, guaranting reproductive freedom essential to women's participa

tion in reproductive activities and to their economic freedom to raise their

status.

2/ World Population Prospects: Estimates and projections as assessed in 1982

United Nations: New York, 1985), n. 21
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Egypt

7. The obstacles posed by rapid population growth to achieving sustained

economic growth have been the concern of various Egyptian Governments since the

1950s. The crucial areas of concern - housing, transportation and other

amenities in urban areas have been exacerbated by food problems of a shortage
of agricultural land and limited employment opportunities. In response to these
concerns, the Government implemented a National Population and Family Planning

Policy (NPFPP) in 1973 with the objective of reducing the "copulation growth
rate. During the first implementation stage (1973-78), the mechanisms for
meeting this objective were: industrialization, reduction of infant mortality,
social security, communications and provision of family planning services. For
the second implementation stage (1978-1982), stress was laid on two population
programmes designed to achieve an optimum size of the population within the

framework of a comprehensive socio-economic planning process and to restructure
the population of Egypt by establishing new communities in the western desert and *
the coastal areas of Sinai.

8. In 1980, the framework of the population strategy and the family planning
programme were^changed. Emphasis was then placed on the optimum population growth

rate to be achieved mainly through lowering of birth rates. The population and
development project (PDP) rrave a new orientation to the programme by upgrading
family planning services which would be integrated into relevant health and
social activities instituting community-based socio-economic programmes conducive
to family planning practice; strengthening information-education communication
programmes aimed at lowering family size and encouraging the use of modern contra
ception. The overall emphasis of PDP was on integrated rural development dwelling
on such aspects as population growth, distribution sad socio-economic characteristics.

c) Reason for Past Failures

9. Given the foregoing experiences, albeit few5 there are several reasons for
the enormous gap between an awareness of the need for a comprehensive approach

to population and development planning and actual practice. Among the reported

problem areas are insufficient data, insufficient research, lack of trained

personnel and inadequate awareness amongst Planners on the interrelationship . ".
between population and development 3/. Basically3 besides the lack of a workable

methodology, a fundamental and practical reason for slow progress in integration

is the lack of a critical mass of policy-makers and planners with a working under
standing of the essence of socio-economic demographic interrelationships, and . .
hence a functional sensivity about the need for an integrated approach to planning — .

3/ UNECA, "lnt^;~r?,tion of ponulati^n vu-iables and policies in dlon
.pl'uis in Africa", Working Paper ECA/PD/WP/l985/l2 (TINECA: Addis Ababa,

■' September 1985). ' ' ' '*.' "

k/ Functirm-a sensivity (*r wireaeas) is sirilar t--< the nnti-n of functional
literacv. It is not en^ufzh to be- infomed nb^ut the existence,, of economic
demographic interrelationships. It is important to understand", as well,
what major variables are involved and what the practical implications of

the interactions are for national community and individual concerns, For
details see Farooq, G,M. and Pernia, E.M., "Need for and approaches to
integrated population, human resources and development planning", Mimeo
graphed (ILO: Geneva, 1986). '
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10.^ Such a critical mass may he seen at three levels! across government
bodies (ministries and parliament); within key ministries (e.g. labour,
agriculture, industry/trade, education and health)- and, within the planning
ministry itself where usually the population unit is based. It is necessary
but not sufficient for the planning ministry to have functional sensivity
about and expertise in integration 5/- Planning can be effective only to
the extent that policies and plans adopted are understood, and accepted by the
other ministries and the parliament.

11. Another still more basic and practical reason for the slow progress

forward on integrated approach relates to the apparent confusion about the
real meaning of "integration". Development itself is the outcome of multi
dimensional efforts involving a host of factors interacting with each other
and then collectively determining the pace and process of social and economic
progress 6/. Integration in this context is the bringing together of speciali
zed and differential activities into a single or more co-ordinated whole set
of activities. It implies interactive linkages between specialized activities,
In.a broader context, integration implies the existence of identifiable linkage
points between the selected areas which can be utilized in the process of
integration. An integrated riopulation-develoiDment programme is thus the organi
zational management and operational effort to link specific activities with a
view to developing interaction among population and development.

12. ^ Based on the growing literature on population and development, integration,
within the macro development Dlanning t>ersnectives means the taking account of
projections of size, age-sex structure and suatial distribution of the population
in determining requirements for food, employment, educational/health services,
housing and^other basic needs 7/. If the latter was all there was to integra
tion, then integration had been achieved by independent African States and
nothing more was needed to be said excenting the need for these States to obtain
accurate population data for planning. For population programme managers within

the sane perspective9 integration means the formulating of socio-economic
policies which, while contributing to economic growth and higher standards of
living, have a decisive impact upon demographic trends.

13. Still for population programme managers at the programme Dlanning level,
four other definitions of integration have been proposed including (i) "The
addition of family planning activities to ongoing progrnnnes in health, nutrition,

5/ Ibid.,

6/ McGreevey, W.P., "Population and development planning: accomplishment and
prospects", Paper presented at Interagency expert group meeting: IL0.
Geneva. 21-2V May~ 198*+.

7/ Herrin, A.N., Towards cyperationalizing concepts of integration of population
and development planning: The Philippine experience, Nupri Research Paper
Series, Wo. "21 (March 1985).
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education, and rural development"; (ii) "the use of established # development

programme to carry out family planning activities1; (in) a family planning _
strategy that uses a development project as an entry point for the dissemination
of family planning information and for motivational campaigns to increase the
use of family planning methods"; and, (iv) "the merger of a specialized agency
performing solely family planning activities with a larger established agency
which normally performs such activities as for a broader range of activities

in order to avoid costly duplication of effort. 6].

lU, Admittedly, from the foregoing, not only is there no explicit definition of
integration, but when the term "integration" does appear, it is^often used in
different contexts. In order to propose an operational definition of integration,
it is important to bear in mind the fact that in development planning, goals and
objectives are normally considered and policies/programmes arc then formulated to
achieve those goals and objectives. In the past, demographic problems were _

generally formulated in terms of overall rates'of growth. Presently, there is a
greater'awareness that all aspects of demographic change (fertility, mortality and
migration) are central to the development process. Equally, at one time the
development process was largely defined in terms of increasing the total product
of the nation. Therefore, policy-makers advocated rapid rates of population ^
growth. In the last half of the present century most nations have come to define
development in terms of individual welfare and for most of this period increasing
per capita income was accepted as an appropriate goal of population policy. Thus
the new conception of development inrolies that the relationships between economic

and demographic variables are complex, dynamic, non-linear and multidirectional.
Integration therefore refers to the explicit consideration of socio-economic and
demographic interrelationships in the formulation of development policies and
programmes to achieve the nation's development goals and objectives

11• Objectives and .scope of the guidelines

15. The main population problem having a negative impact on the regional socio-
economic development efforts is the rapid rate at which the population of the
ECA member States had been growing. This phenomenon has, among other things,
resulted in a significant increase in the proportions of the national income that
is consumed with concomitant constraints on the growth of needed domestic savings

to finance fixed capital formation: intensive cultivation of the land with a
further deterioration in the food situation, and, forcing a large number of
people that cannot be absorbed in the modern sector either into unproductive

service occupations or back into the traditional sector.

16. The foregoing country experiences, demonstrate that to-date the integration

of population and development is at varying stages of the continuum in the various
member States. Seme States are definitely more advanced than others in terms of
incorporating the integration principles discussed in the next chapter. In this

8 Ibid.,
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regard, the activities of the ttCA-secretariat aimed at creating awareness of

population problems among its member States and encouraging them to integrate

population variables intc their socio-ocononic nlanning. have involved three

phases. The first nhase was devoted to data collection, within the frame-work

of the African census programme which started in 1971., Sor.e member States

still lack reliable data. The second phase-vas devoted to data analysis and.,,

the promotion of sound population policies "by the member States. This Phase', -

culminated in the adoption of the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on PoDulation .

(KPA) with 93 recommendations., at the Second African Population Conference,,
held in Arusha in January 198^- as part of the regional preparations for the

International Conference on Population in Mexico City (August 19310. ^or the

first time, African' States (at Arusha) contended that population growth rates

arid the desired socio-economic growth goals should be compatible. The third

phase,'"barely started, consists of the follow-ut) of. the KPA recommendations by-

member States,

17= Regarding population and development interrelationship, it is suggested in

the KPA that, in order to reduce the prevailing rapid population growth rate

African Governments should see population as a central component in formulating ■

and implementing policies and nrogramines for accellerated socio-economic develop

ment plans; greater efforts should be made to create increased awareness of

the importance of riopulation in the develormient- process; greater information

should be provided to politicians/policy-makers on the dynamics of population

change and its impact on current/future developments population units should be

created in the Ministries of Planning to ensure adequate integration of population

and development policies especially in the rural areas 9/« In sum, the demogra

phic situation could "be altered if the.government of a member State could include

population programmes as part of its development planning and could set specific

targets for levels of population growth components that will help alleviate

poverty and iirmrove the quality of life.

18. Based on the foregoing background information generally and the recommen

dations of the KPA and ICP referred to earlier in particular, the ECA secretariat

took the first operational step.towards assisting its member States to integrate

population variables into development planning by organizing a regional training

■workshop on demographic estimates and pro]ections0 The principal aim of the

workshop was to "bring together appropriate*, technicians from the member States to

share their problems and solutions as well as their overall experiences in the

area of "oonulation estimation and projections.

19* Having thus provided the mercber States with the "know-how" of the first

operational step in the integration process, the next, logical step is to provide

member States with "step by ster>" tirocedures in the form of "Guidelines" for

integrating Population variables in their development plans. The "Guidelines"

are intended to provide the mode for the integration - the logistical, vertical

and horizontal links. Specifically, given the expressed desire by member States

to integrate population variables into their development planning, these "Guidelines"

9/ Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on Population (tMECA, Addis Ababa, 19810

KAF/83/PO2.
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are desie-ned to assist these states in the achievement of their goals. Its

objective is to Promote through the dissemination of techniques for integrating
copulation into development planning, the formulation and implementation of
development strategies and ^lans which take adequately into consideration the
role of population variablns.

20. Following these introductory remarks, chapters one and two will respec

tively discuss the framework and operational activities for such integration
at the macro and sectoral levels. In chapters 3 to 7 population and sectoral

planning will be discussed with particular reference to agriculture, education,
human resources, health and housing/human settlements respectively. 0verall9

the Present "Guidelines" will address the effects of population variables on'
development prelects; the issue of how development projects affect demographic
processes will be addressed at a latter stage.
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CHAPTER ONE

FRAMEWORK FO.R INTEGRATING

POPULATION INTO DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING: Tim MACRO LEVEL

THE NATURE OF PLANNING
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plan is to make the strategic decisions around vhioh the specifics of the plan
are built. The second function is to make sure that the development activities
to be undertaken in all the sectors of the economy are consistent with each
other and feasible given the available resources. The third function is to
select the individual development projects which contribute most to attainment
of the aggregative and sector targets. This function implies comparing alter
native proiects for producing essentially the same output and falls under the
general heading of project analysis 12/.

25. In theory there can be varieties o^ planning, In practice however, planning
has taken various forms resulting from differential time periods, geographical °
areas,^institutions affected, media of plaining, extent of activities, mode of
executing plans, etc. Among the many types are long/medium/short term planning;
fixedand rolling plans; regional/national/international planning; sectoral/area
planning; centralized/decentralized planning; structural/functional planning;
and, indicative/imperative planning. The suggested approach for these "Guidelines"
is one m which a long-term perspective plan is first formulated that takes

account of socio-economic demographic interrelationships, and then short/medium
term plans consistent with this overall long term perspective are formulated.
Short/medium gams could then be properly assessed in terras of their long term
impact towards the achievement of development objectives.

26. The entire planning process involves five stages 13/. The first, Diagnosis,
involves study of the country's development in its historic and international
context. This phase should demonstrate the interplay of demographic and socio-
economic variables. The second, Prognosis, involves an examination of the main
development trends and projections with a view to determining obiectives and
targets on global, sectoral ond regional levels, ^or example, what population
changes during the Blan period would contribute to development. The third, Sectoral
Planning, involves a study of the obiectives, targets and activities for each
sector of the economy. At this stage copulation enters in three forms: as Demo
graphic projections for determining the demands per sector: as an independent
sector such as the co-ordination of population activities conducted as Part of
other sectors; and, as demographic indicators for use in monitoring developments
in certain other_sectors, The fourth, Regional planning, involves rationalization
of the spatial distribution of the economic and social activities; and, fifth the
Policy formulation. At this stage the work per sector involves (i) the determina
tion of objectives and targets (in terns of their relative contribution to the main
problem areas of the country): (ii) the selection of the main instruments of
actions in relation to each objective and target; (iii) an estimation of the econo
mic cost of alternative programmes.; (iv) reconciliation of sectoral costs with

12/ Agraraal, A.N., and Kundan et al, Economic Planning (Vikas Publishing House
PVT Ltd., 1977), pp. ltf-85.

^ Population policy.arid development planning: aspects of technical co-operetion
(United Nations: New York, 1980), ST/ESA/SER.E/2l'9 pr>o 31-U. '. '
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respect to the alternative proposals; and, (v) formulation of policy "Guidelines"
for all sectors.

II. AN INTEGRATED PLANNING PROCESS

27. _ In addition to the foregoing five operational stages in development planning
an integrated Planning process involves four major phases: (i) an analysis'"of
the initial situation; (ii) the setting up of the decision-making and implement
tation structures- (Hi) the fomulation of programmes and operational plans-
and, liv) implementation, co-ordination and evaluation-

28.^ The first phase is fundamental since it leads to a multisectoral analysis
of issues with a view to arriving at an integrated formulation of possible solu
tions. A sound knowledge of development problems enables the various intervening
sectors to make an efficient analysis. Operationally this Phase of the planning
process involves identification of the issues; selection of priorities- and
formulation of Possible solutions. 9

29. The choices that are to be made in a way depend on the perception of the
issues involved. It is desirable that sectoral identification of issues should
be supplemented by a process of joint identification so that everv sector is aware
of the complementarity of the objectives being Pursued. It is also advantageous
to compare the identification and interpretation of the problems. ^or instance
if in _fact mortality problems are compared with those of food/nutrition, farailv'
planning and education, the choioes they lead to may probably imply a change in
the health policy. " &

30. The selection of the Planning priorities... therefore, should take cognizance
of the magnitude of the issues, the Policy options available and the s;ener*l
objectives bem* Pursued during the defined Planning period. With regard to the
potential resources, this selection o^ priorities should bear on the most immediate
and closely-lanked issues. Although it is impossible to achieve everything at
once, the selection procedure should not lose sight of the importance of planning
the successive actions to be taken. It is extremely important to be aware of
possible divergencies, to take account of them if need be in strategy formulation
and accordingly, to think o^ reorrranizin/r the sector(s) concerned.

31. Having identified the problem areas and determined the priorities the
last part of this initial phase of the Planning process should involve choosing
the_economic, social and administrative policies to be pursued. Strategic orien
tations should be mapped out with due regard to the problems posed. It is at
this level that a clear cut option for an integrated approach should be determined
and_structural choices (such as the institutional framework for proiect implemen
tation; should be implemented.

32.^ This phase poses two main problems: the nature and scope of the responsi
bility of the situation analysis committee; and, matters pertaining to the"collec
tion and availability of information and statistical data. It is suggested that
the organ m charge of analysis should be composed of technicians and politicians
soa.3 to exercise undisputed responsability and jurisdiction. Causal relation
ships should be determined at this sta^e. In this regard the organization of data
collection and the use of such data as a basis for analyzing planning options are
fundamental for the integrated approach.
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33. Regarding phase (ii), it Is to to noted that the setting up of integrated

institutions comes after the situation analysis and the choices have been made

in favour of a comprehensive arynroach. The issues to "be resolved in this phase

include the adaptation of administrative institutions which are not sufficiently

decentralized; the creation of joint teams at all decision-making and implemen

tation levels; the machinery needed for supervising and co-ordinating the staff

concerned with project implementation; and, the creation of local participation

agencies. A clearly defined national Policy is essential for this teamwork.

3^. Beyond the fact that the decision-making structures should be created "before
the implementation ones, it is difficult to determine the various stages each

country should follow, A few principles9 however., underline this phase. It is

desirable for the decision-making implementation structures to take the form of
multidisciplinary or multisectoral teams at all levels; a system of vertical team

co-ordination will permit the introduction of machinery for transmitting infor

mation from the top to the bottom and vice-versa and allow for staff supervision.
In some countries the basic administrative unit may be understaffed and is not

given^authority to participate effectively in integrated action. In others, the
administrative territorial boundaries may not be conterminous with the geographical
limits or regional/local planning. These issues should be resolved. In addition,
a decision should be made on whether to build up a system for co-ordinating the

various agencies as they are or to create a single agency for integrating all the
development activities,: the agency for integrating all the development activities;

the agency being either autonomous or linked to the official administrative

nachinery. Local peasant structures (e.er. cooperatives, women's associations.
peasant groupings, etc.) should also be set up and given the role of disseminating
ideas as well as in the participation/execution of programmes,

35. ^ The function of phase (iii) should be to elaborate a package of quantitative/
qualitative programmes (specific objectives) which make -an the content of the plans
and operational decisions. This phase involves (a) the quantification of objectives
and the choice of strategies (i.e. the concrete measures to be taken having regard

to the various constraints.; (b) translation of strategies into programmes and the
choice of technical norms; (c) the synchronization of operations, the drawing up

of operational time-scales compatible with the horizon chosen at the outset; and9
(d) the determination of evaluation methods,

36. The quantification of objectives enables comparison to be made between
sectoral and multisectoral options; facilitates evaluation; makes it possible to

see more clearly whether certain objectives are compatible with others; and,

whether the means chosen are appropriate to the ends to be achieved. A discussion

on the differences that exist between possible strategies (as they can be sectorally),
can lead to an inventory being made to each sector's human and financial resources

as well as the Potentialities of an optimal integrated strategy. It is also essen

tial to harmonize the time scale of the various strategies otherwise co-operation
will seem more like n contraint than a search for efficiency. The synchronization
of operations over a Period of time is a Problem which commonly crops up but which
seems all the more important in an integrated approach. Same operations should be

conducted simultaneously while others follow-up and reinforce the previous actions.
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37.^ Phase (iv) requires that the technical and administrative teams should
monitor the implenentation and icake a systematic evaluation of progress
shortcomings and difficulties. After implementation, it often becomes apparent
that^some readjustment of sectors in the field is indispensable, A streng
thening of institutional relations may then be required. The task of tho moni
toring and evaluating teams would then be to ensure the maximum possible
integration. Monitoring should aim at avoiding the loss of time brought by
bottlenecksi evaluation should aim at guiding Policy choices and implementation.

38: Evaluation is a process which r,eenis to determine as systematically and
objectively as Possible the relevance, effectiveness and impact of work in
progress {x,e. ongoing evaluation) or of work completed (i.e. exposfc evaluation)
by measuring accomplishment against the original objectives and by revealing
the reasons for any significant deviation. On-proinp: evaluation is designed to
ascertain whether an activity is on target in moving towards its established objec
tives and, if not. what adjustments would need to be made in order to ensure
that the objectives will be attained. Sx^ost evaluation, on the other hand, is
intended to determine the extent to which the completed activity has achieved
objectives, where, the effort- involved have been wasted and where they have been
fruitful: and the causes or success or failure.

III. THE CONCEPTUAL ^AMEl'ORFC ASP ACTIVITIES FOB INTEGRATING POPULATION INTO
DEVELOPMENT PLM

.^. The relationship between economic, socinl and demo-raphin variables as well
as a consideration of demographic options ai.d their implications for alternative
plans are basic ingredients in the development banning process - the final product
of tne later should bo a ->ian vith policy objectives, policy instruments, finan
cial provisions and r-comendations for. legislative mid administrative measures \hf
:-ased on the definition of integration as the explicit consideration of socio- ~~
economic and demographic interrelationships in the formulation of development
policies and pro^rnames to achieve the nation's development objectives and, given
.he aforementioned stares for integrated planning, there are three elements that
ire involved m the concept of integration at the macro level. These include the

development of objectives; the heho.v:loural model; and, the development of policies
and programmes 15/,

40. Development objectives should be s-noeifiecl in concrete terms of both socio-

economic and demographic outcomes. In essence it is of mranount importance to

define clearly is a nlan, the relations "ner.ve-n r,he econonic, social" and demogra
phic objectives on the one hand, rziZ the r^struir^nts in the plan on the other "hand.

liL/ |l°Il^:^i£A.,™'Ji^J^c^^ technical co-operation
. [United Nations, ^Jew York, 19^01, ST/ESA/SER.E/21, Chapter 2. "

15/ Herrin, A.F. Op.Cit.
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In practice, the technical -o-h-ni-n to elaborate c pls.n consistent with the
foregoing set of requirements is complex and costly, In order to reduce it to

manageable -propositions ff the interrelationships should be reduced to various
sub-systems expressed in terms of statistical indicators, economic aggregates

tand indexes, and demographic/economic/social coefficients and parameters^ By
implication there is -need for refinea and disa^rregnt-d socio-economic develop
ment indicators to enable an assessment of the success of policies in achieving

..the specific objectives.

hi. In othervords, the first activity towards making integration a reality is
for Planners to gain confidence in their ability to analyze copulation develop
ment interrelationships and to begin to use such information in the formulation
of policies and programmes. In essence, a first step in integrating population
into^development Planning is to develop demographic accounting frameworks to
provide planners with estimates of the numbers of persons with specific charac
teristics. Operationally; this implies (i) making a clear assessment of the
country's demographic situation for the base year of the plan period; and, (ii)
using existing information channels and mechanisms to ensure that politicians,
policy-makers and the public are given more education on the dynamics of the
country s population changes as well as the impact of such changes on current/
future development.

**2. The assembled base year data should be used to prepare base year estimates
and thence projected over the plan period. It is to be noted that the quality of
planning decisions is extremely dependent on the quality of available population
projections. Therefore accurate population projections should be given the
highest priority^ In this regard, it is pertinent to caution Planners about the
fact that population^rojections are not, predictions; given faulty base year data
or incorrect assumptions, the projections may not closely correspond to future
events.

>+3. The estimates and projections thus prepared should be translated into esti
mates of socio-economic interrelationships requirements. The later should high
light the data required as vg.11 as the research needed,

hh, Once planners have reliable demographic estimates and projections, research
is necessary to identify and measure the consequences for development as well as
ways in which development activities might alter population levels and trends. In
this regard, the pertinent question is what kind of population research (for deve
lopment) needs to be undertaken? There are three important research activities
required for integrated planning. These include preparing estimates and proiec-
tions of demographic levels and trends; ascertaining the nature and strength of
demographic and development interactions; and, conducting various forms of policy
analysis. Research on the socio-economic correlates of population growth comopents
may indicate to planners how best to modify population variables. The task of
research in this context is to demonstrate the importance of population in the
process of national development and the feasibility of implementing alternative
programmes for influencing population dynamics, On research priorities there is
a^need to review past research related to population. A position Pa^er on exis
ting demographic knowledge of the country should be commissioned and should be
prepared by a national consultant familiar with the population information situation
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Vf, _ The model (framework) allows the direction of a fertility level into its
proximate determining components. From its application, Bongaart showed that
variations -m the factors of marriage, contraception, lactation and induced
abortion are the primary proximate causes of fertility differences <xmong
"C ions o

^.^ ? in corara*ive fertility analysis to determine the
ility variables (lFVs) responsible for fertility differences

among populations or sub-groups within a Population, Such analysis is valuable
with socio-economic determinants of fertility because the IFVs allow th» identi

£!?<,> ft CathS thTouSh which different socio-economic variables affect
2fferti^W tT 7^ the/elationshi^ ^tween socio-economic indicators
and fertility. The model can also be usea to trace a change in the fertility
„. ° J copulation to changes in the IFVs as well as to" estimate how much one
or a combination of several of the IFVs would have to be modified to obtain a

S/f^-v? ^ f^lllty- Such a section of .alternative paths toward a
future fertility decline could be of interest to Planners and policy-makers.

' *owever worthwhile a research topic might be, in the end, the
of any research should depend largely on the extent to which its

- ?**/■ 4S far flS feasitle' ™tential users of research filings
I ^^ ^^ ?t?"3eS °f reSe"'rch f°™^ation to ensure that

tion %£• C°^ S fUllY incomo™te* int° the research process. In addi
tion meetings seminars and workshops should be organized at the inception and
conclusion of the research to brin* together researchers and Possible users. To

ll IZTZ VOl:LCJ h fidi '
rin* together researchers and Possible users.

ll +IZT+Z VOl:LCJ' rese^=h findings should indicate what sovernnents can
:+t^%fe°* C*™Eel F?f 8X^1?> vith fertility, Policy-oriented research should
attempt to deal systematically with the instruments which Planners can use to
alter fertility levels

y

alter fertility levels

°°Uff,^farCh -lriorities for integrating Population into development
^A fff6r fr?m °De °OUntry to another- ln sorae countries research
on mortality and population distribution would be important; in others, fertility

TilftTiT^^^^-^' ™e Dati°nal ^iOTiti^ for research should focus
on (ij national objectives in population and development= (ii) the availability
metSacioJes ^e,av^lablllty of suitable conceptual frameworks and research
methodologies; (iv) prospects for using the research findings; and, (v) the
availability of technical expertise. Specifications should be drawn in at the
Beginning of each new research pro.iect concerning how the results will be used is

"^r^'L^:113 *° * ^ *° ^^^ ~-^ion between

51. Based on the questionnaires used by the member States for the 1970 and 19-GO

Sf^r3' *?? dfa, required for integrating population into development
+t 5 +collec^d T-d ™c available. TVo main, problems however inhibit

I 2+» h thSSefdfa ln *?e ^.gration process. Firstly, in most cases, much of
e data haye not been analysed; m some cases where the required analyses have

been done, there are gaps m the data relative to the requirements for the integra-

ttZT°T3 -I S°m!-Of SUCh CaSeS' efforts should be mdG ^ fm the «»* with
information through sample surveys Kiven the currently noor"situation
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this step. Therefore, it is su^ested that thev take advint^ro of

the indicted regional efforts de.endin, on their particular' ^^^f

b) Cgnsjbructin^ a vovia^ion^^

thf«~ mCT ad6?U^ely the r°le °f "<^*tian ch«^. However, moden
B^^Htf ?™fatl°- deTClo^ent interrelationship is a relatively nev corcern
ties Z*LITderCvS °f =urrPntly aTailaMe raodels ^d ™tat(onal ?acil™
^^r^^'^^^rfully warc of the i M th

In this regard, it is pertinent to recall that d

into targets, planners can determine the resources required (or means)
to meet each goal and thus compare the costs and benefits associated ^ith e^
This necessitates the formulation of a model which defines the critical relation
ships between the means and the targets. The specification of this model is a

17/ Population and development modelling (United Nations: New York, I98l)
1-19.
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critical step in the -planning ^rocoss. It serves to redefine the nroblem in

more precise terns; tc determine specific requirements, and, to venerate the

projections which will be used in constructing thw plan,

55- The nlace of models in integrated "nlanning is to serve as the framework

for viewing s^cio-ocononic and demographic interrelationships; they are used

for testing the impact of various demographic options such as hip-h, medium or

low fertility, alternative rates of population n;rowth;, urbanization rates, etc,

over certain strategic economic variables such as investments, growth of GWP

or rate of inflation. The planning decision is generally made through a process

of consultations review, study and sometimes with the aid of formalized decision

making models. There has to "be an appreciation of both the formal and the

effective processes through which annual investment and/or outlay decisions are

made and to recognize that population variables are important in these decisions-

These variables will have to be considered explicitly,

56O Socio-economic demographic (SFTD) models are among those formal models
which are required for effective olanninr, Thov ara needed to determine the

value of integrating demographic considerations into planning decisions: to pro

vide a better understanding of the demographic aspects of the development process;

to make consistent projections of population, its components and related varia

bles* and-, to facilitate detailed analysis of population related problems. In

terms of applying SED models to policy formation and planning, they can be used

(i) in assessing the costs and benefits of Population programmes, the demogra

phic implications of r]cvolo"nnent ■nolicioE s and the socio-economic consequences

of strategic decisions relating 'co demo^rarihic policy; (ii) to compare the cost

of attaining various objectives (e. r;. to conduct computer experiments which yi11

determine the possible direct and indirect consequences of policy decisions

before they are taken r, and, (iii; in evaluating the consequences of basic planning

decisions.

57° Among the major types of economy--vide po^ulation-develoriment models in use

?,re the Harrod-Domar neo-classical growth models ,t inter-industry models and

systems-dynamic models l3A The Harrod-Dorjar model has been used in both planning

and economic--demographic models; it for?is a basis for the FAO economic-demogra

phic model as well as variants of the BACHUK models, This model which describes

the interaction of the multiplier and aoc?lerator effects., determines the growth

of per canita income ^s tlie quotient of the average n:ror>ensity. to save divided

by the capital/output ratio less the srovth rate of population. Thus it can

indicate the degree to which the rate of "oo^ule.tion growth should be varied to

achieve a target rate of income, Howsver, it is generally felt .that the Harrod-

Dom.ar model is inanpro'orir/t-; for integrating economic and demographic Planning

because it does not reflect the corrtriVr.*;:' on which an increase in the labour force

will make to production■ it indicates to r.innners that consumption can be reduced

with no loss in productivity * and, is ccn^lo"cc."!y nu~mly oriented to the neglect

of demand considerations,

l8"/ For details on these models see Horlacher, L.Jj. s 7tPooulation™develoT)ment

models in relation to planning", in ^o-nulati^on and development modelling.

(United Nations, 1981, On.Cit,, m, ^T~
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Although the neo-classical framework has rarelv been used in planning, it

has been the basis o^ numerous economic-demographic models. It postulates that

output per worker is a function of the amount of capital per worker: the rate

of growth o^ capital per worker depends on the propensity to save, the production

function and the rate o+" population growth. The economy will reach a steady

state equilibrium growth rate when the product of the capital/labour ratio and the

growth rate of the population equals savings per worker, A decline in the

population growth rate would lead to a new equilibrium growth rate in per capita

income with a higher capital/labour ratio, a higher rate of serving per worker

and hence a higher level of income per worker. The problem of using the frame

work in this context has to do with its assumption that the adjustment mechanisms

in the systems are effective whereas these mechanisms are known to be weak in

the member States together with highly inelastic -oroduction factor suhdIy and

demand and unlikely factor substitution.

59. On the other hand, inter-industr^ models (e.g. the input-output models,

various linear and non-linear programming, models, etc.) have often been used

in a planning context but rarely in population-development modelling. The input-

output model underlines one of the most important of economic-demographic models -

The BACHUE Series. The main value of using in^ut-out^ut techniques in planning

is to determine the feasibility of sectoral -olans in the context of the overall

plan. Its raaior difficulty in long-term socio-economic demographic models of

development is the fact that the coefficients are assumed to be constant; yet a

basic objective of the plan mav be to introduce technical changes into various

sectors. Over relatively short periods of time, dynamic input-output models

could provide -nianners with a practical method of making investment and output

forecasts.

60o Regarding systems-dynamic models, systems are analysed in terms of levels
and rates. A level would be the value of a status variable such as population5 a

rate indicates the amount by which a level will change during the next interval.

Changes in levels.cause changes in rates by means of table functions. These rates

then cause changes in levels during the next period. Available evidence is

inconclusive as to the suitability of these types of models either for planning

or as the basis of economic demographic model building*

6l„ From the foregoing, planners now have available to them a large number of
models encompassing a wide variety o^ modelling techniques. Yet none of these

nodels has had any impact on planning. There is therefore the need for a much

greater in-out from planners into the entire model building -nrocess which involves

a definition of the -nroblem to identify the variables that constitute the obiec-

tives of the plan- specifying a structure of the model to be used; estimating,

the parameters of the model;; carrying out the needed computations • validating the

results of the commutations■ documentation and application.

62a Concerning the structure of the model, the three strategies suggested include

building models that contain many more elements than are essential in order to

allow the innortant effects to emerge through sensitivity analvsis; formulating a

simple model and gradually expanding same; and, basing the design on the objectives

of the plan 19/. Priority should be r-iven to building models of smaller scope

19/ Ibid., pp. 22-61.
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tailored to fit the ^articuler planning concerns simultaneous with maintaining'

the -nace of development of more complex models in order to serve the needs of

basic research,

'63. On the estimation of model parameters (i.e. the coefficients), the impor
tance of reliable data and the use of n. veil defined methodology have "been

stressed 20/. In particular the use of econometric techniques and international

■ cross-sectional data have been commended. However, econometric techniques may

"be relatively .inappropriate due to limitations of data quality. Accordingly care

should b.e exercised in using the technique; preferably country-specific data

should be used,

64. It has also been stressed that population-development models should be

properly validated usinci- data other than that used in estimating the model para

meters. Validity, however, is but one means of .enhancing the utility of a model. .

The usefulness of the model also depends on the quality of the data base, the

estimation procedures? the internal consistency and plausibility of model outcomes

as well as their sensivity to changes in model parameters. The usefulness of. a

model to planners depends, as well, on whether it contains policy instruments and

the degree to which decision makers can trust projections derived from it.

65. The entire task of model building from data collection and design to the

appraisal of the results should be performed as a team project including the

country personnels nersons with, experience in constructing population-development

models and international experts. The model builders should be encouraged to

remain, in the country; model building will have a lasting value if it is a conti

nuous process. The model building nrocess itself should be conducted either in

some branch of the government or in a university or research foundation under the

auspices of the Planning agency. In the initial ^hase, the model builders, Planners

and policy-makers "Should agree on the problems to be addressed, the goals to be

pursued, the priorities to be assigned and the alternative strategies to be consi

dered. The model assumptions should be carefully stated and their implications

carefully stated. The mecanin^s that link the variables should be carefully explai

ned and the Policy control vrripMos available to planners highlighted. Rather'

then transferring a cnV-l.5t;? ^^ul^tion dove»lopnr;nt ^o^l to ".nothor country, it

TTould he "hotter to introduce" demo^r^^hic ■connononts int^ -nd«is ^hich nr? currently

bsinf used for nlannin-- -rp.d ^oiioy *n>.in". ^v d-r/alopin-r a-nnropriate sub-models
-nfi inte^-r^tin^'th'?^ into the lnr-^^r d^v^lo-n'--3nt ^ori.^ls -alr^d-"- in us(5 albeit ■■
elsnvhere. hiunnn resources woulr1 "bQ' ocononized.

c ^ Development_ Pqlicies__and_ programmes

66. The third element in the integration process is the set of development

policies consisting of socio-economic and demographic policies for achieving the

defined objectives. Demographic -noHcies affect primarily demographic processes;

20/ Ibid.,
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economic policies affect ^>imarily economic policies. Both processes iointly
affect ^velonment outcomes. It follows that both demographic .and economic
policies should^e formulated in a comprehensive and integrated manner to
produce the desired development outcomes.

Building

6767. _ Ur> to this T,oint the needs to assess the demographic situation, undertake
projections into the future, assess and set research requirementspriorities and

tiling " the ^CQSS °f determini^ the socio-economic and demographic
, t research requirementspriorities an

g k" the ^CQSS °f determini^ the socio-economic and demographic
ationship as veil as^the development of policies and programmes have

been stressed These activities necessarily raise the question of who does what?
Put difierently, a related activity to the foregoing is the determination and
establishment of institutions to Perform the different roles in the integration
process The relevant issues are: .(i) what institutions are needed?-, fii)
where should they be located?:, (iii) what are their linkages to other banning-

JlfrL f'°f -Vl Vhat functions sh™ld ^ey have?.: (v) how should they be
staffed?; and,(vi) how should international assistance be provided for establi
shing these units. The answers to these questions have to be -nrovided'by the
member States themselves.

68. ^ These guidelines" suggest that two units should be established to handle
the integration process: a Data Unit and a Policy Unit. The- location of both
units within the governmental structure 21/ should be internally determined. One
view suggests that they should be located within the Planning Ministrv, another
suggests that efforts to achieve integration within various Ministries would be
preferable, others^maintain that the ^ror^er location would depend on the Planning
theUnn^Nln ln™u?l ?ountries Other related decisions will have to do with
the Units position within the national bureaucracy,, their legal status, the

Un^tf^t ^f^r^\^OUnd °f th9 Staff' the ^encies «** which theUnits must relate and. the nature of those relationships.

69. Admittedly, the member.States have established institutional structures for
or>erationalizing their population and development efforts to date. ln the context
of the newlv ^ro^os^d integrated abroach, the member States should reassess the
relative adequacy and/or efficacv q-p the existing structures in terms of implementing
the activities inmlicit in the new abroach as just outlined. Even for member
States with considerable experience in integrated planning there is need to review
the structures against what should be an ideal structure in terms of ensuring
successful implementation of plans. In this regard the ILO has to date collabo-
rated_with some 25 member States in generating institutional and/or technical
capacities for integrated population and. development planning 22].

of -theMJggPA exngrt ^rounjngetin^ on nor^ulation and development
g New York 2221 J 19H5 "" 102^~~

/ ?J? gg g ^unjngetin
Planning, New York, 22-21 January 19H5

22/ Farooq and Pernia (1986), On.Cit.,

pp-
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TO. Based on the experience, the ILO has noted that as part of the institutio

nal framework, a long-term commitment is required on the nart of governments

in terms of the establishment in the Planning organisation of a population (and/

or human resource) planning unit with high-level permanent status; and staffed

with qualified social scientists from relevant disciplines. mhis unit should

be entrusted i-ath the ^ri^ary r^s^onsibilit^ for ^ro'T^-in^. co-ordinating
and facilitating relevant data collection ^ni research activities, and for
translating them into --olicv and ^roTnnrie actions.

71. Regarding the functions of the Units, these "Guidelines" suggest that the

Data Unit would be responsible for the collection, analysis and use of demographic

data in the -planning process. The Policy Unit would be responsible for assiting

in the formulation of Population "oolicies and in the development of implementation

strategies to achieve the demographic objectives.

72. The specific functions of the Data Unit should include ensuring that the

various ministries and other institutions identify their man-power requirements for

data collection and processing, data analysis and utilization and -nlanning. Accor

dingly T as a first -priority, the Data Unit should organize training workshops for

employees of the various ministries and other institutions involved in data collec

tion and analysis s data utilization and r)lanning= Special courses of that kind

should be arranged for national, regional district .and village personnel.

73. A related function of the Data Unit should be to sunnly other substantive

units in the nlanning structure with the demographic data and research findings

needed to carry out their own ^lanninr functions. In this connection the Data

Unit should be responsible for identifying the existence of Planning units within

the various ministries and research institutions and establishing links with them
to facilitate the indentification of data available in them and their data needs
and should have information officers at regional and district levels to inform

the users about what data was available.

lk. In addition the Data Unit should be responsible for assessing anticipated
needs for ^onulation data through continuous reviews of available data sources9

data "producers and users and means of access to population data. It should equally

be responsible for setting priorities for data collection and utilization. Regar
ding data collection„ the priorities suggested include strengthening and extending

the existing civil registration system and gathering more data on agricultural
production and food consumption, nutrition and health; and, collecting data on

manpower (particularly female labour force participation) employment, migration
and housing conditions. The unit should determine what kinds of data are most

urgently needed. With resnect to data utilisations the primary users of data are

policy-makers, Planners, researchers and the general miblic. The Bureau of

Statistics holds the largest store of data. Although reports are circulated free

to ministries, not every potential data user knows that data are available in the

Bureau. Besides, some ministries and institutions collect data which never reach

the Ministry of Planning. There is therefore a need for the Data Unit to organize

users seminars and workshops as well as the use of other machinery to advertise

the data. To avoid duplication the Data Unit should be entrusted with the documen
tation, and use of the available data.
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75. Regarding the Population Unit, the specific functions should include:
{i)^ preparing a synthesis of completed ^onulation-development research
indicating the policy relevance of such research and disseminating this informa
tion to nlanners in the various sectors•, (ii) instituting a system for indenti-
fying, developing and managing research for integrated planning; (iii) setting
up a data base for integrating -population and development Planning; (iv)

expanding the technical capacity for such integration• (v) providing training
in techniques of integrated planning; (vi) organizing conferences, workshops
and seminars to raise awareness of the need for the integration of normlation
factors into development planning; (vii) concentrating primarily on research
management, analysing the policy implications of findings end fostering new

research to -promote the greater integration of ^onulation considerations into

planning^ This does not preclude the Data Unit from conducting its own research;
and (viii) formulating the national "emulation policy.

76, Admittedly the final distribution of these functions will have to be
worked out by^member States. It is true that considerable progress has been made
in the establishment of population policies (especially policies affecting ferti

lity) but not much has been done to integrate them into development nlans. These
Guidelines" therefore suggest the following activities that should be undertaken

in developing a -population policy that is responsive to the development goals
of a country.

Step 1: Identify the copulation problems by studying the country's population-
development linkages * "

77. Details of this step are described above under Development of Plan ob.jec-.
tives. " '

Step 2% Determine demographic

78= These are based on the study findings from Ste^ 1.

Step 3: Select policy instruments

79. The question is which of the socio-economic and demographic variables (in
Step l) can be manipulated as population rxxLicy instruments within the framework
of limited resources (and competing claims), the Political risks involved, bureau
cratic rigidities and the results of research on the causal links between nomi-
lation and development.

Step h: Study the target population

80c The question of who will benefit from the proposed population nolicies should
be kept in mind in terms of obtaining public support.

Step 5° Study the cost of alternative -programmes

ol. In theory, estimate the cost of a nrogramme relative to what it is exnected

to achieve in terras of demographic objectives (cost-benefit analysis). In practice
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this is seldom possible. It is alternatively surpssted to derive a cost estimate

by weighing (against one another) nbiectives and targets, relationships between

population and development variables, political assets and constraints and

budget allocat ion.

Step 6: Inter5ectoral_/regional__co-ordination

82D The selection of areas where certain sectoral actions might be reinforced

with resources iustified under the- population programme must be made in the light

of the objective pursued9 the target population in terms of benefits, etc.

Step 7: Institutional infrastructure

83= As discussed under ''Institution Building" above.

Step 8: Monitoring^and Evaluation

8UO As discussed under "An integrated planning nrocess" above.

Step 9: Allocation of funds

85= Population programmes will encounter more difficulty in obtaining government
funds than already established programmesi they will therefore have to be defen

ded in terms of their role in the solution of priority problems relative to (i)

other measures; (ii) their contribution to the regional development strategy:
and, (iii) for their own sake since they are related to the satisfaction of the
peoples' aspiration and well-being.

Step 10: Legislation

86. The range o^ possibilities is vast. There is need to take into consideration
the issues of what policy (or policies) is (or are) being legalized; policies by

whom (the government in this case)? and policies for whom? This last point is
critical. Is the policy meant for planners and decision makers as against the
population at the grass root level?

f) . Training required fo_r the JLntegration process

87= A programme of training is deinitely needed to support the implementation of
the activities outlined thus far regarding the integration process Particularly in

support of the suggested research activities aimed at promoting a better under

standing amonp; technicians and policy-makers of relations between population and

development planning. The content and scope of the training programme will

depend on the size, background and experience of the existing staff working in

development planning as well as on the existence and coverage of courses dealing

with population anr1 development already offered in different research institutes
and universities.
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88O In the main, the training programme should be aimed at providing better

understanding of the linkages "between socio-economic processes and nonulation

dynamics •; more complete incorporation o-f* demographic factors in the Planning

process; improved ^olicv and ■programme ■formulation, linked to development

objectives; and, attainment of national self reliance in planning; and implemen-

ting population and development activities. Put differently.., the training

scheme should be aimed at develordnrr ca^-ibilities for understanding interrelation

ships^ for nroMeeting population growth, ovaluat: ■ t its social economic conse

quences and communieating research results to ~>l».rmers and policy-makers.

Specifically, the scheme should include the Iron dening of knowledge among natio

nal and regional Planners about populations-development interrelationships and

improving their skills, creating a core prou1^ o~? national and regional trainers

for integrated Planning and Preparing instructional materials for such training.

It has been suggested that the training Togramme could consist of three main

components - accelerated training: formal, course: and, seminars, 23/..

89o Accelerated training to middle-level "personnel working in the fields of

population and development. particularly those staffing or -working closely with

population -nipjminr units in the form of foiir.al short term {about 10 to 12 weeks)
courses and workshops should be aimed at ^rovidiur; a basic understanding of the

techniques of denogra-nhic analysis and development Planning as well as a sensiti

vity to the integration of demographic faccory into the planning process. The

aim of the training for this group should be to produce a corps of peneralists

who can bridge the ga"o between planners Fnd -noriulation specialists using the findin

gs of the latter to nrepar^ -oolicy analyses for the former,,

90= This middle-level training should be flexible depending on the trainees*

background. For examnle; to planners and economists, it should emphasize more of

techniques of demographic analysis and noTulation; to demographers, it should

emohasize theories of economic growth and techniques of planning; to statisticians.,

it should incorporate both •oopule-tion and development related subjects. Such

trained middle level staff would form the backbone of efforts to achieve -population

and development integration„

91, The skills acquired at such middle-level training would iustify a full-time

specially designed training programme lasting r. year or more for professionals,

technicians and academics staff members working in national population commissions

and units, development -nianners3 statisticians, economists and demographers,

section chief in sectoral ministries, riiannine ministry staff and related staff

in sectoral ministries and subnaticnal governmeiita.l offices,

92, The theoritical framework for this lone-term training, should be development

planning. In addition, the course should ne muitidisciplinary, attempting, as

much as possible, to integrate oonul^tion an! development theories and should cover

23/ Population nolicy and development planning?: as-nects of technical co-operation

^~ (United Nations: New York, 19B0), ST/p:SA/SER7E/2l9* ppf 21-22.
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such areas as interrelationships between no^ulntinn and development, development

planning and'such support skills as statistics and computer science. The FAO

-project, CA^PA (Computerized Agricultural and Population Planning Assistance and

Training System - a package of methodological and research information designed

to help Planners loam how to integrate agricultural,, rural development and

population components into planning) coul3 serve r.s ^n excellent vehicle for

training at this level since it would enhance general computer skills as well as

promote understanding of the linkages "between ^epulation factors and planning.

In addition to offering training in the formal methods of demography and develop

ment planning, the courses for this second type of training should provide in

sights into the relations between population and socio/economic development.

93o For ^olicy-makers., ministers, parliamentarians and similar officials,

seminars and conferences may he organized to Provide a forum for discussing pro

blems of common interest and better inform planning efforts. The aims of training

at this level should be to create awareness of the interrelationships between
population dynamics and the process of socio and economic development; to foster

support for population policies/programmes-, and, to enlist support for increasing

resources to pro.ieci, and programmes linking copulation -and development in

addition to conferences and seminars. These obiectives could best be achieved

by also providing decision makers with opportunities to observe how integration
works in practice in certain countries.

9^o Middle-level training has become a recurrent feature of the Regional advisory
services (of the ECA Population Division) for demographic analysis funded by UNFPA
and several member States have taken advantage of it. The All-Africa Parliamentary

Conference on copulation and tfevelo-nment provides .an example of training of the

third type. A case in point was the meeting of about 100 parliamentarians repre

senting 31 of the 36 African countries with Parliaments who gathered in Harare
(12-16 May, 19^6), Zimbabwe, ^or the largest Parliamentary Conference ever held
in Africa; the total of 377 participants laid the foundations for a permanent
Africa Parliamentary Council on Population and Development. The professional level

of training include programmes of the Cairo Demographic Centre: Centre Latino-

americano de Demografia (CELADE).; the Regional Institute for Population Studies

(RIPS); Institut de Formation et de Recherche Demographiaues (IFORD) .and the Inter
national Institute for Population Studies (UPS).

g) Information Dissemination

95* ^Admittedly, success in integrating population factors into development

planning depends upon creating -an awareness of demographic problems at different
levels of decision making, particularly at levels dealing with the allocation of

resources to family planning and other population-related programmes. In this

regard it is suggested that consideration should be given to the publication of
a technical iournal (on a recurrent basis) devoted to research findings in the

country; the country experiences on population-development inter-relationships.8

important conferences and seminars- and, the status of national/international
proiects dealing with population and development planning.

96° In addition, it is suggested that (i) development programmes should, as an
integral component of their activities, create awareness of population in the
context of specific developmental relationships .and highlight the conseauences
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of population chan/re on particular development objectives;' (ii) svstem of
information, education and communications (IFC) be developed to simport
activities for T^onulation and development; Ciii) an effective method o<>
T>romotine awareness o^ the impact of wnviLition on development wouJ d be to

purchase the currently available micro commiter models suitable for rtra^hic
display. The. later could be used for brie^in- of hish-level decision makers
on fcae- consequences of population change; and, (iv) member States should take
steps to establish a national narticimtin^ Centre of the POPIN-Africa m-oiect.

97. Inaugurated in January 19^-h in response to mand/ites from various ECA
Conferences of Ministers, POPHT-Africa has been established to provide a vehicle
through which African policy-makers, Planners, researchers, etc. can be assisted
with population information resources to enable them better integrate copulation
variables into their socio-economic rx>licv formulation and implementation. It
also constitutes a concrete mechanism for the realization of some of the maior
Guidelines provided in the Kilimaniaro Programme of Action on Population '

regarding the provision and dissemination of relation information for th*
African Region (KPA recommendations 79-Rl).

/?* Ab a decentralized network, PO^Itf-Africa comprises, as of now, sub^re
U.e. the Cairo Demographic Centre, the RIPS, IFORD, the Centre for African
family Studies and the Sahel Institute (RERADOC)), sectoral, and national T>8rt
ci?aoin? centres and institutions as w^u as a Co-ordinating Unit based at the
population Division of the VCA, The eventual goal nf POPIN-Africa is to enable
the aen-bor countries of the ECA to build u^ strong and viable information resources
to support their decision-making and policies vithin the general context of socio-
economic development. The Co-ordinating Unit and the sub-regional T>artlegating
centres therefore serve as eo-o^eratinsr vehicles towards this eventual eoal.

IV, POPULATION DATA ^PQUIRED ^o^ THK INTEGRATION (th?H MACRO LEVEL)

99. ^Analysis in this chapter of the conceptual framework for integrating t?opu1p~ '
tion into TJlanninff has. «uaonc: other things, stressed the fact that nlanninf? for
development iranlies the identification of a set of goals and objectives to be
achieved within a ^articular period on the basis of a set of measures to be allied
in this regard, the need to involve all relevant decision making units in the"
economy and the importance of m-iking roles clear have been stressed 2l*/ There

is the imperative need for n. continuous information to be provided on~the State and
tne^functiomnrr of the economy. Such information can onlv be obtained by a syste
matic analysis of the situation of the economy.

100, In terms of providing "Guidelines" for tho collection and analysis of
data^and information required for development banning,, the following should be
considered: (a) who are the actual and potential users of data at national and
regional levels?-, (b) who determines, and through what process vhnt datn to be
collected? What changes are needed in the system?; (c) vhn.t machinery exists or
is needed for^the^co-ordination of data collecting and analysis, particularly to
identify duplication *n& gn^r.?; and, (d) what machinery exists or is needed, for
maximum documentation and utilization o^ existing data? 25/.

2^/ "The Preparation of Manpower ^or Industrial'Developmenti 4 Challenge to
African Third Level Educational Institutions" (UNECA: Addis ^babR "1982)
PAMM/AA/KD/10/82, ' '

25/ "Research requirements for integrating population factors into development"s into development

^ and Development
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101. Among the policy eon^r^ions r*ln.tinS to the integration of ^ula
variables m development planning are factors related to population issues;
proposals not directly connected with family banning but^wouia have an intimate
bearing witn it; and questions of a wider set of policies which though not
-iirectly related with population policies could also have important consequences
for them.

102, ^The first of those factors include determinants of fertility family
planning Practices, age at marriage, investment in family banning facilities
fiscal incentives related to acceptance of family planning practices, contracep
tive research, fiscal and other incentives to corporate or voluntary bodies "
involved in family manning, and, the whole class of issues related with th«
organizs.tion/naplementation/ev.aluB.tion of delivery systems. The second set~of
proposals include health programmes for reducing infant/child mortalitv, -nre/post
nata^care, improving the health status of women, educational Nicies'connected
with improvement of the understanding of family health, improvement of female
literacy and educational levels, Woving the nutritional status of target groups
of the population especially women and children. The last set of factors include
Drogrnnmes of integrated rural development end/or the use of Public works for
generating employment for target groups, questions of subsidies relating to food
grams, mans for the uplift n.f target notations like small farmers, landless
labourers, artisans, slum dwellers and the urban poor. ~ -^cuess

103. Given these_issuess one nertinent set of demographic data requirements are
L^Jf ^Zt18,°f ?ast.elation growth experience and projections of tx>du-

through the time period for which Planning decisions are made. For the'

^-1s^r^£t

future, planning Policy decisions relate to the requirements of chan-es in the
level and the structure of the copulation.

Asecond set of demographic data reouirements are rural/urban and regional

T' -" We rOquirGd bY th? ^^^ b0th *<* -^e,,te investment ^
aecisions as well as for nolicy analysis. The larger the country (sTze)

the higher would be the criticality of theso estimates. In smaller counties
(size) external migration d,,U ^ b, ,,ore important. Population nroiections are
in greater demand for disaggregated areas/sections of the ^emulation (i e small
farmers, landless labourers, disadvantages groups „.......', women /children). ~

105. A third set of factors is the difficult area of the factors determinins;
family Planning performance. Exacted trends in such data end possibilities in
the future are important for the ^onulation forecast itself. Estimates on'deter-^
minants of teK*rffohie behaviour need om^hasis since population programmes have

IV^rV Vi \ r e t i
r need om^hasis since population programmes have

IV^rV i \ r economic investments in which benefits can be quantified.
The final set of demographic data requirements is .an assessment of the denoKra-

T™ Dd T)O185lbllitieB ^ ^eate a higher level of awareness amongst the

:rr3 er" °therS °f ^ lt
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106. The basic Projection i<* the n»r.i-nal ^m^^o-, The-e is need for one
body to be charged with the responsibility of deciding on the one projection
to be adopted by all organs of the government during a given ~>lan Period. This
is important since refinements in Peculation projections can make or mar the

logic of a Plan^ Obviously, the manner in which population projections determine
investment decisions is through p^unrnticns nade on fertility and mortality in
one medium and long-term projections. The question of the details of a veil
worked out population projection by itself rets at the heart of the problem of
the two-way interrelationship bstween development and population factors. A
population ^ro^ection is required for the purpose of making resource allocation
decisions m a development plan.

107. In general, planners tend to work at three levels with population data.
lhe.irst is the aggregate level where population data is important for assessing
"ast outcomes and future possibilities. The second is the level of the project
where the use would depend on the requirement of policy making or programme focus.
For instance, if foreign inflow is a major source of funding, the emphasis of the
^lan would be on the preparation of projects for funding support and the population
data requirements would then be at the level of regional development programmes,
etc. At the^third level, data is required for population nolicy itself. Survey
data on fertility/mortality rates, evaluation of family planning or welfare
programmes, trends in migration and survey data on demographic and socio-economic
conditions of special target groups of the copulation are extremely important at
least to alert the policy-makers who are aware of such studies and their implications

108._ Overall, it is to be stressed that among the data requirements for planning
are information on population size, age-sex structure and rural-urban and other
sr»atial geographical regions distribution, estimates of fertility, mortality and
migration rates. In general, planners require a greater awareness of the current
state of knowledge on demographic levels, trends ^nd relationships. They should
generally be provided with an inventory of available data which would include the
identification of the subject matter, the source of the data, the size of the
inquiry, the T^onulation covered, the organization responsible for collecting the
data, when the data was collected, its current location and the form in which it
is available.

109= Regarding fertility levels, trends -and differentials, it is particularly
important to have the analysis en original data collected specifically tailored
for the mirpose. On mortality, estimates could be derived indirectly. The for-
mulation of policies and Plans in the field of migration require improved data on
now many Persons move, who they are, where and why they move. These data should

be collected usm- appropriate time intervals, spatial units and definition of
types of movem-nt.-.for migrant households in both areas of origin and of destina
tion. The collection effort should also include information about the initial
flows of money and goods to the migrant an* the later return flows of remittances.
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CHAPTEB TWO

K AND RATIONALE FOB

SECTORAL PLANNING

110. Unlike national planning whose coverage are?, is conterminous with the

political boundaries of a nation, sectoral Planning addresses specific develop

ment concerns and divides the economy into sectors of economic significance

in resnect of production and conston-ntion. Planning in terras of sectors is the

only way to comprehend the totality of a nations' economic life. It provides

the frame for planning the growth of each sector end through it, for that of

the entire economy <, Indeed, even vhen the Planning is for geographical areas9

the economic activity has to be apnroached through its sectors.

111. The question is why sectoral analysis? Basically9 a ministry's activities

tend to relate to nnrticulr-r problems and specific topic studies and are under

taken onlv when there exist a -Dressing ■nroblem to be solved. To some extent9

thereforej every country possesses some data needed for sectoral analysis. Succes

sful "planning requires the translation of nationwide objectives and Dolicies

into the specific requirements of individual sectors and sub-sectors as well as

into the still more specific details of individual projects 26/. Sometimes,

this -nrocess of translation is either not done r>roperly or is not done at all.

The staff of the Central Planning: agency and those in sectoral ministries may

not communicate adequately with each other. Accordingly, the tynical development

programme moves forward with weak connections between "the ton" and "the bottom".

112. A basic nurnose of sector analysis is, therefore, to bridge the gar) between

the macroeconomics of country-level r>olicies and investment nrograms and the micro

economics of individual projects. It ■oromotes "top down" and "bottom un" activity

in several ways. First, it coirnlements macroeconomic vork by analyzing the effects

on the sector, and on projects within the sector* of such general nolicy varia

bles as the exchange rate9 tax structure, wape policies and interest rates. Second,

sector analysis -provides estimates of out-out and employment -ootential and invest

ment requirements for the sector as a whole; these are essential inputs into the

central "olanning agency's decision regarding the national investment program and

priorities. Third, by assessing the development potential and the relative advan

tages of different projects and -nrograms , within sector analysis hel"ns to ensure

that individual projects are selected and designed on the basis of a sector's

needs, and nriorities, and that nolicy and institutional changes neces.sarv for good

performances of the project, or ^icroeconomic level are identified. Because no

sector functions in isolation from the rest of the economy, an important contri- .

bution of sector analysis is to determine the impact of a sector on the develop

ment of other sectors and to ensure consistency in policy and investment recommen

dations from one sector to another 27/.

26/ ■ Baum, W. and TnJ.bert, S.M. , Investing in development (Oxford University

Press, 1985), Chapter 5.

27/ Ibid. ,
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113. Many questions r.ay be rn.-f.s3d in s.ieoial studies. por exr^ole, how is the

structure of agricultural nrac:3.;, fixation, and subsidies affect iiv; the sector's

performance as well as the? national budget? What can be -lone- to minimize oil

imports in the future; what vj'.lir.iez, ^hnt znvc stints 3 v'.rit new government

■orograms, and what seeds to be dene tr, expand its outnu.6 and improve its quality?

What should the country." do to achieve ity o'Hec!;: res of "loving population »

growth? Each such question broake uovr. into a nv/^ber ;T subsidiary questions

that helt) analysts act the ^oimdarxee -?or thf-:.x r-t^dy -iid that dc-fino their terms

of reference.. Only if ?.nalv3t? r*n is^-.cr. their cvntrn.1 rp;.:?L; t:\ns clearly is

their work likely to bo fruitrul 2fV>'

llU. "Thus sector analysis i? .-cncern<r'' vi+,i; tho ex".Ti5-na'-.ion and assessment of
the resources, needs.-, problems and rnDort ui-ii-'-.l-js ir. thj iridivioual sectors of :

the economy with the aims, o^ devcloT-.v:.,-; ^j>^ v: df-: polic'ea av;d strategies that

will enhance the contribution of the s^c-tor 10 the countrv's economic development;

determining investment prioritiss in th-~ c-cctor a^ ■.. crucial ;rLcu towsirds identi

fying specific prc-jectsr. .ind, ev.i:.a:Lti:if.; ■.■>c or/oacity of Drin-ioal institutions

in the' sector to ir^lenent de^i.^o-' puj.r cio? - "pro.^r.m^es one proients.

115. There are problems with sector ar?V/3ist F-yr one thing sector analysis

demands substantial nrnpover and other rr-STiirees for len,T noriods , as well as',

high-level commitment, T^ also demands ± ^xt>at. d-";a± of information. Sector",

a^enci^s often do not have the nec^ss&ry mix vf technical, economic, financial/

and other skilled stiff fr.r sector studies; if tbey do, they find it difficult to

s-oare them from other duties. Their nrr^rarrr^in- ^rv1-.^ n:-? .fton under-stiffed,

headed by junior, officials, and establisnad at too lov a levp.1 in the organization.

Furthermore, within mnny tr'.aitional nini^tries? a variety of organizational9

nrocedural, and bureaucratic irroedinents ':o co-ordination interferes with the

establishment and effective working of T'ro^r-animinp; uiits. There is also the issue

of the very definition of a soctor- I'o be useful, sector categories have to be

cut into thinner slices corroosed of fsirly hono^snons activities that display
common problems and characteristics %£/•

llo. Conceptually, the sane throe necessary olevents for macro-economic planning

of development objectives., behavioural model and policiec/TjicgrFrnjaera for achieving

the defined objectives ara aj.&o ap-nlicabl^ ?.r '"ootoral ^Innninp;. However, the
later requires a more specific -.:'or:pulatior. of i.Lz r>ectoral objectives and a more

detailed snecification of f;o,do-e?onon5 c rieF.crrapr.ic interrelationr.hip^ as. they

relate to the determination" of th^ soeci-f.i.-, sactor-al outcoF^s 30/, This "requires

the development of more refined ana disa^xi^ovted dovel-ynment Indicators where

such are not yet available. In. adtb'.tior. 3 sectoral p.lanninf; she aid. be. undertaken

with a. longer time, frame in order to r"ii.Ir/- acjount for critical socio-economic

and demOgranhic interactions vlio.tic i^non-c^F- t.^k-b ^0^0 tine to bec_^TP-e evident.

Economic and demographic -ooiioiss ch.ouJ.cl al.so be- forrvJ_a'--ed as cormonents of the

total develonraent policy -np^k.-i^e ^o infl^^nc^ Vott ,-ocio-economic and demographic

outcomes.

117. Although the idoal is to cover all the por^iblo s-:ctoi3, the ^resent "Guidelines"

will focus on agriculture, hujnar. rt^o^c^f?-, 3du^^!;.\cn, heaj.^h .and housing, Tor

each of the selected sectors,+-"- xurr;.^. vi.':.l be ^O.clre^c-d n.-'.Mely the problem

areas in relation to populacio:.is deYoV^.cnt. objective:- rmd. ■)C".±cies/programmes.

The use of appropriate models ier sector oih. -/ivl.c should b-j j;--^cified as found

appropriate bv the couutiv,

28/ Ibid.,

29/ Ibid.,
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118. Hefrardinf- the use of models in sectoral analysis it should be noted that:

Fconomy-wide economic-demographic models are normally conrnosed

of an economic submodel describing the process of nroduction,

distribution and consumption; a demographic model describing

fertility., mortality and migration 5 and., a set of linkages between

the two submodels. These linkages nay \* thought of as sectoral

models. Whereas the r>urr>ose of economy-vide models is to bring to

light the indirect consequences of alternative socio-economic

and demographic "policies, the rmrnose of these sectoral models

is to study the direct effects of policy to determine the direction

and intensity. The inroact of demographic change on socio-economic

variables has been the subiect of intense investigation. The effects

of socio-economic variables on fertility3mortality and migration are

less well documented. Not onlv are these studies needed to serve as

components of economy-vide economic-demographic planning models 3

they can also serve as models to be used in sectoral planning

exercises 31/»

119. The sectoral economic-demographic models that would be useful in building

an economy-wide planning model could be subdivided into the socio-economic conse

quences of demographic change and the demographic consequences of socio-economic

change. It would be useful to investigate the role played by demographic factors

in determining the size and structure of the labour force, the level of employment

the quantity and quality of work effort, the allocation of household income

between saving and various forms o-f-consumption j the level of government saving

and the allocation of government social service expenditures, business saving

and the size and allocation of "nrivat^ business investment. Equally important are

studies to improve understanding of the role played by noTulation factors in the

utilization of land) the extraction of natural resources Pud the implementation

of technological change. "Finally3 1 knowledge of the effects of changes in the

size, age structureb location and educational attainment of the population on the

functional, sectoral and size distribution of income would be mrst useful in

modelling socio-economic-demographic interaction,

120. In this regard it is even more important that sectoral studies ba conducted

to determine the ways in which socio-economic policies may be used to alter rates

of fertility, mortality and migration nnd thereby influence the size and age

structure of the population. Among "the issues "that require study are the effects

.of socio-economic variables on the a^e of marriage, the rrjiriber of maternal deaths,

the level of sterility5 the value of children as unpaid labour .and sources of

old-age securi-fry and the costs of children both direct and in terms of forgone

maternal income. The effects of government oolicies with resnect to education,

31/ United Nations (l93l) On.Cit,
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health and family Planning on the desire for insurance births and on contraceptive

practice need to "be documented. Sectoral studies are also required, to measure the

impact of government health programmes, rural/urban location, and the distribu

tion of income and other socio-economic variables on morbidity and mortality.

Since changes in infant mortality rates can have a narked intact on the copulation

size and age structure, it is most important that the relationship between these

rates and socio-economic variables be explored. It is necessary to understand

the socio-economic determinants of migration. In particular,, it is important to

have studies exolainins the effects of differentials in the degree of unemploy

ment and under-employment; vage rates and public facilities, including public

education. Studies are also needed -which explain the role clayed by land tenure

po icies and the improvement of transportation and communication networks in

determining the rates and composition -■-■* migration,

121. Among the sectoral models developed to date for analysing these economic-

demogranhic relationships are 32/:

i) a biomedical micro-simulation nodel nf fertility developed by the

United Nations (Nev York)- This can provide improved estimates of

fertility rates in making demographic projections used in nlanning;

ii) a micro-simulation model of the household sector developed by Guy

Orcutt (and others). This could provide a means of directly applying
micro-theoritical tools;

iii) two econometric models of fertility by Richard Anker vhich uses

international cross-section data end by Darius Conger and J.M.

Campbell vhich uses time series data from a single country;

iv) Allen Kellys' model decomposes the.causes of changes in the

composition of output into "^ngel and demographic effects and could

■orovide planners vith important insighxs into strategies dealing

with the shift of productive resources from agriculture to

industry; and,

v) Todaro model of nitration ~ could provide planners with an inrnroved

understanding of the consequences of policies to increase urban

emnloyraent.

32/ For details of these 5 sets of models, see United Nations (l98l) , Cto.Cit
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CHAPTER TnREE

POPULATION AND AGRICULTURAL PLANNING

(i) The •problem areas in relation to population

122, Although average population density in tho region is generally low3 some

ECA member States are becoming crowded in terms of limited, food production

potential _33/. It is reported that fourteen out of ^0 Sub-Saharan African

countries included in an FAO study, do not have enough land-assuming subsistence

level farming-to support on a sustainable basis population as large as those

already reached on in 1975 3^/. And yet traditional methods of farming in the
region require raore land per capita.

In terms of the destruction and degradation of the resource "base on which

defend agriculture and many related sectors, the main causes are: (i) the over-
exploitation of cropland duo to inap-nronriate cropping -practices (e.g. the use
of steep slones and marginal land for arable faming as well as excessive reduc

tion of fallow neriods); (ii) the overgrazing of rangelands by livestock popu

lations; (iii) the deforestation o-f wooded areas caused by clearing for agricul
ture, felling for timber, shortening fallow neriods under shifting cultivation;,
the gathering of fuelwood and the increased occurrence of fires; and, Civ) poor

■water management systems and the increasing salinity .and alkalinity of irrigated

soils.

12k. The expansion of further land for cultivation is constrained in many parts
of the region because of such diseases as river blindness and sleeping sickness

(e.g. Sudan). Any large expansion of agricultural production requires some form
of irrigation. Shortage of surface or underground water in many -part of the region
(e.g. the Wile Basin) is a constraint to irrigation development. Poor water
management is considered to "be tho most important single constraint to irrigated
crorj -production.

125. Multiple cropping (i.e. noro than one crop a year from the same niece of

land) is a typical way to cone with rising -populations. Farm studies in the
region show that, on averare n 10 T*--r cent increase in farming intensity involves
a 3 to h -oer cent increase in the amount of labour per hectare. Labour input per
hectare increases because, under intensive farming systems, the extra hours
required for. land preparation, sowing, weeding3 and plsnt protection more than

Woria Bank-, World Development Report 198U (The World Bank: OUP, 198U) Chap.,

5, Box B.'t; See also Demogranhic Handbook for Africa, 1982 (UTJECA; Addis
Ababa, 198*0, Table 67~

3V Ibid,
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(ii) Development object!ves

constrlints^thftS"*^"33" refi^ncG ™d in th^ light of the aforementioned
constraints ^he main options onen to African ^vemnents in terns of ii
solutions to the current agricultural crisis should bo land ^?
ment; i ld

uions to the current agricultural crisis should bo land ™fl^r?«t£Ta^
ment; inere«znf land and labour productivity with available^ech^olog^ and
d.velo.in. additional technology to overcome Production constraints ^n Zek-
tional terms, these options iw-Oy creating favourable terms of tr,de; sLenrthe-
ninc rural financing: fosterin, narkets for traditional staples, and increasing
the aunnly of_consumer «oods. There is a need for a reorientation of the
colonial policies so as to conccsntrate the new strategies on the »vail?ble w
oes of popu^ticn. land md other natural resources, ^e .l^nL.sJ tectaiquos

35/ Among these other constraints affecting African agricultural productivity
are government policies of taxing farmers while subsidizing consumers thus
increasing dependence u^on imported food, frequent change in ponies due
to ennnges in government: lov rate for agriculture; inefficient human
resources and lack of svhto parts for needed machinery. For an elaboration
of these constraints see Are, L. , "Agricultural .oldies and development
what went wrong?, l98O-85 (Nigeria^ Development Outlook, Vol-1 No!l
{June3 19ob;. ~

Jo] :n,ncan ^riculture^tl^j^yb_J^ears (FAO: Rome, 1986).
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be adopted should focus on self-sustained development "based on these resources.

129. In addition& the suggested changes should be implemented within an overall

strategy aimed at sustainable growth since the primary obiective of agricultural

development is growth in output and productivity. Secondly, radical changes

should be made to the external economic environment. Countries should not conti

nue to cope with the rising cost of debt service and the destabilizing effect

of fluctuations in agricultural export revenues. And, thirdly., both donors and

recipients in future development r>rogrammes would have to make further commit

ments to one another.

130. Inspite of the decline of the proportions of the agricultural labour force,

the size of that labour force continues to grow in the face of the rapid population

growth rate in the countries. In order to absorb this growing labour force into

productive employment in the course of development, the need is to improve the

efficiency and labour absorption capacity of the rural sector. In this regard,

the specific variables that should be considered in agricultural planning include

the available physical resources (land., worker9 soils, etc.) tre ds in agricul

ture production (imports, exports, inputs 3 producer prices, etc.), investment

in agricultures demand and supply situations, rural urban workers and taxes, and

targets of other sectors of the economy.

(iii ) Policies and "nroprairune_s_

131. The pertinent question to raise here is how to overcome the aforementioned

constraints and ensure self-reliance and self sufficiency in the food production

of the -most affected countries in the region within the framework of the agricul

tural crisis.

132.- It is suggested that in the short term (the next five years) 3 African govern

ments should focus attention on nrogrpjmnes that will ouickly improve the food

suTmly situation namely storage, -nrocessing, transportation, distribution and mar

keting of agricultural produce as well as the provision of certified seeds for

all farmers VjJ ■>

133* Regarding storage, it is known that as fanners in most of the countries

produce raore food, more of it is lost to weeds, insects, birds, rodents, fungi,

bacteria and viruses both in the field and during the post-harvest stages. Govern

ments should ado;nt n. strateprv o^ reducing food losses as a means of increasing

food availability. To arrest the hish storage losses, bulk storage and drving

devices should be installed. In this regard the commercial banks should be encoura

ged to extend as a priority, their soft loans for agriculture. -The establishment

of factories for the -orocessinr of raw perishable agricultural produce will

increase the total available food, erive added value to the products s provide emplo

yment oToortunities for more -oRryole , assist in establishing the -orice of essential

food items as well as kee"o food quality high.

37/ Are, L. (1986), 0P.Cit.s
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A short term strategy is for the countries to define the food problem

as it exists (e.g. malnutrition, under-nourishment and food deficiencies);

determine their pattern and level of food consumption relative to standard

food intake based on nutritional needs is well as their "target consumntion

levels and the total food tonage required; define policies on food production

and distribution in relation to the disadvantage^, areas and socio-economic
groups; and, develop a data base on -no-oulation size, age-sex structure,

rural-urban distribution,, food intake and state of nutrition; food supplies/
production imports., and ecolop-ical areas.

135. On the provision of basic infrastructure (transportation, distribution

and marketing of agricultural produce), it should be admitted that sustained

agricultural development requires striking an appropriate balance between

investments that are directly productiv= and investments in infrastructure.

Improved rural roads "bring traders, truckers, and officials to villages and

helr> encourage health and education personnel to live there and enable villa

gers to travel to markets end elsewhere. The .lack of marketing onriortunities

can act as a Powerful disincentive to farmers; imnrovinrr marketing: systems can

be as important as introducing famine methods that increase yields.

136. Besides these short term strategies, it is suggested, that over the long
run governments should consider the -provisions of infrastructure and social

amenities in the rural areas, making large investment in agriculture, and prepa

ring Land resources map. Only with the provision of land use maDS would the

government have a precise knowledge of the soils and be in a nosition to recom

mend appropriate fertilisers at adequate levels to the farmers. In the provision

cf these infrastructure, the farmers should be involved in the decisions regar

ding, for example, which roads and dans to construct. This would enable them

feel that these structures belong to them as well as encourage them to partici-

pate in their construction under the guidance of technical exnerts; this would
reduce costs.

137- In addition, there is also the recurrent problem of the lack of effective

linkage between research being undert.ik.or. in the universities and ministerial

institutes of the member States and extension. This is the very bane of African

agricultural development, Ths problem is that often the extension establishments

have no access to research results due largely to lack of co-ordination. In

some cases, even wherr such access is feasible3 tho extension may not have the

needed human resources for implementation. A related problem area is marketing

which can be reasonably considered as nart of t.ac cli.---.iri of extension services.

It has been suggested that to achieve self-sufficiency in f^od production9 both

the production and marketing aspects of the surplus produce should be clearly

spelt out in order to jive incentive to labour among farriers,

138. Although the countries must -farm, the ^orests should be conserved because

they play a crucial role in the ecosystem; they prevent eroision; they generate

oxygen- and, they influence climate.

139. Finally^ there? is need to consider not only foyX cistribution in the country

but also inter-regional food production. They should also address issues of

food securitv end storage :n terms of providing for the lean years; provide more

land for agriculture; motivate farmers through more favourable prices; quantify

the role of women in the agricultural sector; stabilize the supply systems during

the plan periods•, and, focus on strategies which can lower fertility levels in

relation to food production
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CFAPTFR FOUR

POPULATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

(i) Problem areas in relation to

l|*0.l|*0. A useful starting point for .any human resources planner is to identify
the problem areas of the country's hunan reaource development. decent *
and employment m order to document facts about the magnitude of the country's

uSli^tion f :- ^v8 of these^balaneesr^rSf
utilization of existing manpower and targeted expectations in relation to the
country's development plan, objectives .and strategies. Among the maior probl
areas which have been identified in the area of hLm resource development S
S Z T ^^ P?^fti0n th l

resource development
Z.T ^^ P?^fti0n ^ovth, unemployment, shorty Creouired
manpower, organizational and institutional deficiencies and

designed incentives to ensure that labour force is induced to Pursue
educational training needed for national development 38/.

s ssi:psj=siiss s

b.iag

^J'H° Hmtn re?°^ces ^-elopment pli in modernising
(Ed. Meirs G.M., 1975),

. Addis Ababa, 198M , Vforkxng Docoment ifo. 3
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occupational distribution within a growing labour force. Indeed, changes in

the characteristics, structure, size and composition of a given population

have implications for the development and structure of education and training

facilities as well as for guiding and manipulating equilibrium conditions
between the labour and product markets.

lH. Though the magnitude of the above problems would differ from country to
country, cross-country analvsis have shown that the following could be identified

as common problems in the -area of human resources management in Africa?

(i) the lack of universally acknowledged, accepted and anplied
operational definition of human resource and manpower in respect
of their scone and nature;

Cii) the tendency to isolate human resource planning from overall
.socio-economic development planning, as veil as from the
development, allocation and productive utilization;

dii) piecemeal and singular approach in human resources planning
with more emphasis on the quantitative balancing of the supply
and demand equation, and little on qualitative and mutually"
supportive aspects;,

(iv) tendency to regard education and training as the only quality
enhancing factor in human resources development, leaving out

the role of health, nutrition and food, habitat/environment,

productive employment:, .

(v) tendency to overstress the formal wage employment sector with
little or no regard to self-emloyment, self income generation
activities;

(vi) the paucity of data and institutional arrangements for the
collection,, processing and.application of data for human
resource management.

(ii) Development objectives

lU5. Based on these problem areas, the general focus of manpower planning and
programming should be geared towards the consideration of the impact of popula

tion dynamics on the nations' canoeitv to provide the human resources quality
enhancing services; and, the process of economic growth and income distribution
within the nation. In this connexion, the questions which need to be conside
red by the manpower planner include; 1+0/

to/ Ibid.
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i) do the administrative and technical capabilities and/or

potentials exist within the nation to transform a rapidly

growing copulation into a group of active producers as

well as effective consumers; if not, how "best can that

be brought about?,:

ii) to what extent can -planned and on-going socio-economic

development and investment activities absorb or utilise

appreciably a growing or diminishing copulation?;

iii) what are the qualities, composition, structure,, trend,

direction .and frequency of poculation movements within

and outside the nation; and how can this phenomenon be

incorporated into the formulation of manpower development,

allocation and utilization policies?

lU6. In effect, comprehensive human resources development should be directed

towards the establishment, legitimation and operation of institutional and

functional facilities to provide formal and non-formal education and training

programmes for the nation's peculation. Thus human resources development

should be primarily directed towards mancower Planning and programming, execu

tion of education and training: programmes. ond management of employment and

labour productivity programmes. T^or each of these areas s inter-related goals

and objectives as well as the necessary steps and procedures for their accomplish

ment should be systematically determined- An important element in this context

is the establishment and operation of an effective institution for manpower

planning and programming for national development. A national human resources

development scheme should therefore contain a clear statement on the organizational

units, steps, strategies .and techniques for initiating and implementing the

process of national manpower planninrr and programming■

(iii) Policies and."programmes

1^7- A first strategy of human resources development should be a policy on

population control. Such a policy should create among the coculation an awareness

of the desirability of birth control and make available knowledge about and

means of birth control at free or subsidized prices,

lkQe In terms of management of employment, and labour productivity programmes,

manpower policies aimed at achieving an efficient distribution, placement and

utilization of a nation's human resource should be centered around the creation

and management nf employment opportunities; and, sotting of standards for and

increasing labour productivity. The creation and management of employment oppor

tunities should embrace among otherss the continuous restructuring of existing

jobs in the light of changing technologies and demands; the creation of new

productive job opportunities to absorb the employment demands of a growing popu

lation; and, the allocation and matching of skills and jobs to ensure a systema

tic mobility .v equilibrium end diversified utilization of the nation's labour

force. The identification find further rlevelopnont oi" basic work-oriented skills

and attitudes; the determination and provision of necessary financial and non-

financial incentives to employees and employers; the assurance of the availability
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of bacic health and social facilities which in themselves are factors in enhan

cing the quality of human resource; the adoption of appropriate monetary and

fiscal measures to facilitate adequate capital formation and labour utilization;

and, the undertaking of job and task analvsis in relation to expansion and

technological changes.

Based on the foregoing, the "basic questions that should be addressed when

formulating a comprehensive national manpower "nolicy to ensure an effective

utilisation of the nation's human resources should include the following:

what is the minimum socially and economically acceptable

unemT>loyment rate and how best can this minimum rate be achieved,

maintained and if possible, improved u^

ii) what is the desirable labour force participating rate and which

groups of the population should be considered and mobilized

into this active and productive labour force?:

iii) what tynes, contents, level and duration of on-the-gob and appren

ticeship training schemes should be developed and used as viable

complements to national education and training programmes?;

iv) what are the rclationshi-os between monetary and fiscal -policies

on the one hand., and the development of technology, labour

and capital substitution on the other; and how best can these

■oolicies be structured so as to ensure optimum utilization of

the labour force?" and,

v) how institutionalized are factors such as worker's security and

safety, employers! hiring and firing practices9 workers1 rewards

and bonuses, workers' health and housing standards and workers

and employers' organizations, and how can these be improved

upon, co-ordinated and incorporated in the overall manpower

policy imckage?

kl/ Ibid.,
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CHAPTER FIVF,

POPULATION AND EDUCATIONAL

FLAMING

^ i ) g.Il0'1:)J-eTO areas in relation to -population

150. The size and growth of the school-age population is the most obvious factor

determining educational requirements. In terms of the relevance of the population

growth components, fertility change affects, the potential size of the school-age

population; declines in fertility reduce the size of the potential school-age

population and thereby weaken pressure on educational needs. Trends in the level

of infant and child mortality also influence the size of the school-age population.

In addition, high child morbidity rates affect the regularity of school attendance,
and, to some extent9 encourage low school enrolment and drop-out. The spatial

distribution o.f population is also an important factor in determining the location,
concentration, and type of educational facility to be provided. Knowledge concer
ning patterns of internal migration, especially the size of families and the
number of children of school-age who migrate, should therefore be considered in
plans for providing educational services.

151. Other aspects of educational planning in which population change should be
taken into account are the use of mass communications media in education., the
integration of education and environmental needs, instruction in copulation-related
subjects, and educational services to adults. Educational Planners should, there
fore, be aware of the role of education in affecting demographic change. For

example, many studies indicate that both literacy and educational attainment are

relatedto reductions in fertility and mortality* In addition, regional inequa

lities in the availability of educational facilities may stimulate internal migra
tion. For exampxe* the greater availability, of educational facilities in urban
areas may attract new students and their families9 this adding to pressure on
urban educational facilities,

(ii) Development objectives

152. In determining educational goals for the future, the educational planner
should consider the manpower demands; the social^ political and cultural demand;
andthe demand of individuals for education k2/. An essential element in deter

mining educational goals should be the forecasting of future manpower requirements;
it should represent the main direct link between education and economic and
social development. To the extent that the supply of qualified manpower plays
a crucial role in development, the role of education should be to provide the
required number of people with the educational qualifications needed for the imple
mentation of the development plan.

h2/ UNESCO, Projections in the field of education: plans, methods and assumptions,
Paper prepared by UNESCO for seminar on application of demographic data and

gj^Zsigjfcp._ development planning, Addis Ababa, 2-9 June, 1969.
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I53o Ideally, manpower requirements should be available in rather detailed

categories and for a sufficiently Ions period of time. Quite often, however,
this is not the case for reasons such as lack of statistical data or lack of
a long-term development plan from vhich manpower requirements could be derived.

In the absence of such detailed manpower requirements, analysis of manpower demand

should provide, as a minimum,, a certain guidance for the distribution of enrol

ment beyond the compulsory school attendance by type of study, for the desirable

proportion between second-level and third-level education* etc. ...

Manpower demand, however, is not the only factor affecting educational goals

Even if detailed and reliable forecasts of manpower requirements are available9

important areas of educational activity remain which are determined by other

factors. This is particularly the case in first-level education, where develop

ment goals, such as the desirable increase in enrolment9 introduction of compul

sory school attendance and its extensions are essentially factors of the social,

cultural and political objectives of the nation. Although they certainly do

affect, in the loner run? the manpower situation, they cannot in any meaningful

way be derived from manpower requirements. In the case of the second and third

levels of education, however9 social, cultural and political objectives should be

reconciled with goals derived from manpower demand.

155. There are essentially two such requirements. First, not all school leavers

join the labour force; this is especially true for women. Secondly, even for

those likely to ioin the labour force, the amount of education received is not

necessarily limited to the strict minimum required for the performance of a

specific occupation, but includes courses of broad social;, cultural and political

significance aimed at appreciation of cultural and historical values and tradi

tions 5 at promotion of civic awareness and participation in political life, at

increasing social mobility and capacity for adaptation to future changes to

mention a few. Basically, in the absence of detailed manpower requirements,

social, political and cultural demand constitutes an essential element in defi

ning educational goals. In a sense, this demand, reflecting national priorities3

is in this case a substitute for manpower requirements derived from a long-term
development plan U/

Beyond its impact on compulsory school attendance3 even the most elaborated

educational plan can fail if it does not take into consideration the demand of

pupils and their parents for further education (i.e. the interest or lack of

interest of pupils to continue their studies and, in particular, to follow certain

kinds of courses). The preferences and attitudes of pupils largely influenced
by social environment, family traditions, fashion, etc.j and do not necessarily

correspond to long-term national objectives and priorities. As a result there

may "be a situation in which the number of applicants for (e.g. arts and humanities

at the third level) may exceed considerably not only expected future needs for

graduates but sometimes even the intake capacity of the schools, while in other

areas of education (e.g- agricultural science at the third level, or technical

secondary school subjects), the need for graduates as well as the capacity of

schools may be far larger than the number of students enrolled.

Ibid.,
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To reconcile the individual demand for education with long-tern national

objectives and priorities is one of the most difficult and politically

sensitive tasks of the educational Planner and policy-maker3 and the solution
largely deponds ^n the particular situation of each individual country. In

general, the preferences and attitudes of pupils (and their parents) cm. "be

influenced by such measures ~,s location *-»f schools, school transport, school

canteens, provision of free education scholarships, better information for the

public about -nrosnects of employment and career -possibilities, (X. the other
handB pressure, for access to education is undoubtedly on indicator of the
desire for change and progress and should therefore be taken into account in
defining national objectives and priorities.

(iii) Policies and programmes

158. In terms of general guidelines for the formulation of an education policy,
three main considerations should be taken into account - approach, provision and

character of the policy kk/. Educational nolicy-formulation should start by

recognizing certain basic considerations that should govern its design. These

should include education expenditure as investment; education and public good;
and, assessment on system basis U/

159, Expenditure on education is investment. It is also a consumption good

for individuals and hence it should always be conceptually equated with physical
capital so that in budgetary parlance and accounting, it gets its rightful

placing. This will, give a desired orientation to education investment. The

second basic consideration is to regard education as a public good to meet
public demand. As a public demand education is desired by the community for
several reasons:, well-educated citizenry; large contributions to the.creation

of national income and wealth;.- and the intergenerational benefits associated
with an educated society. The third consideration that shouia guide formulation
of the policy is^in respect of the assessment of returns from education on

investment contributions to economic development. This assessment should be
made with the help of system quantitative analysis so as to provide a scienti
fic basis for achieving optimalitv in the investment-planning. Known by
different names such as cost-effectiveness analysis, cost-benefit analysis etc.,
the systen analysis is comprised of three elements: evaluation of costs;

evaluation of benefits; and the comparison of the stream of "benefits; and costs
of programme ^6/

Agrawal, A.N. and Kur.dan, (196*1), L. , Op.Cit. 5

k5/ Teh-Wei Ru, Jacob J. Kaufman, Maw Liu Loe, Erust W. Stromdorfer. "Theory
of Public Exoenditute for Education", in Education and Economics of

Human_Capital, Wykstrr,, Ronald A. (ed. , ) , The Free Press"," 1971, p. 92.

W Ibid.,
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l6o. Given an approach governed "by the three main considerations outlined
above, it^is necessary to provide for various items pertaining to education
and training. In this connection the min ty^es of items that need to be
provided for m the budget for education should be information spreading
supplementing the private sector and providing capital/current expenditure.
?unds should be allocated for tho spread of information regarding the benefits
of education to the society in general. For this, all types of media (radio,
television, .books, etc.) fall vithin the educational policy. This is essential
not only to enable private individuals to make rational decisions, but also to
prepare public opinion for allotting larger funds for education. Secondly

provision needs to be made to supplement private sector along two main lines.
One is that the funds ought to be earmarked for supplementing the private
finance. These take the form of direct grants, loans, etc., in addition to
the indirect financial help to institutions organised largely by private resour
ces. The^other is m respect of incentives to the private individuals investing
in education. These take the form of tax-concessions on the resources used for
socially desirable education The third, is to allot funds for buildings,

equipment (such expenditure conventionally regarded as capital expenditure) as
also for the personnel like teachers etc., (such expenditure conventionally
regarded as current expenditure). Both are necessary, and form part of education-
investment.

161. All these nrovisions do not exhaust the list of items to be provided for.
But these do give a fair idea of the main items for which finances have to be
provided; they amount to creating awareness about the desirability of education
supplementing private efforts through funds and incentives, and providing for *
all the items, (capital or current), as part of the education-investment "policy.
In designing an education policy, it is necessary to be flexible in respect of
different components of education such as general and vocational, primary
secondary and university. Such a character of policy is sought for reasons of
adjusting to changes that are associated with development, and Promoting changes.
At successive levels of develoment, the manpower requirements will change
necessitating different components of education to adjust to the new demand and
to take the economy along to higher levels of development*

162, For exanrole, at the initial stages of development, large number of techni
cians with secondary and post-secondary education/training are needed. Alongside
a few with higher critical skills may be required, vhich omv tartly be met from *
imports. At the same time the country will have to provide for such a highskilled
native personnel from one's own universities/or natives trained abroad to"replace
foreigners. Education policy at this stage has thus to ensure a package of mea
sures ^ that expand as much as possible domestic facilities for education and

training at the secondary level, as also to an extent at the university level,
supplemented by education/training of the natives in foreign countries". Econo

my's requirements however undergo changes as it progresses] Beside adding to
the existing skilled personnel, there emerges a need for new trained personnel-
Pressure for universal education increases; so does the apetito for secondary
education and at a later stage for graduate and post-graduate education.

l630 At a still higher level of development, higher proportion of school need to
be educated/trained in colleges and universities. With further progress of the
economy3 there arises the need for now .and more facilities in Research and Develop
ment for the search of and the adoption of ncw technologies for the expanding and
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qualitatively advancing modern sector. The changes in different components,

alongside investment on them, will vary, the nreciso nature and magnitude

of changes depending upon specific circumstances of countries. However,

general changes associated with development are given here to highlight the

point that an education policy needs to be flexible., and not a once~for-all

act of formulation.

l6k. A detailed discussion of the methods and assumptions involved in fore

casting manpower requirements and supplies as a basis for ascertaining the

expansion needed in the various levels ancl branches of a country's educational

system has been presented in earlier studios by UNESCO and OKCD hjj. The
basic elements should includes

i) preparing an inventory of manpower for a bs.se year classified

by occupational groupings:,

ii) forecasting the size of the tot.:J labour force for a selected

target year .and for the intervening period at five-year intervals;

iii) estimating total employment per sector for ^he forecast years;

iv) allocating total employment for the forecast year among the various

occupational categories withi'i nach sector;

v) converting the data in (iv) into requirements by educational

qualification;

vi) estimating the anticipated sunnxy of personnel with each major

type of educational qualification for the forecast years based

on ."nresent stocks"9 "anticipated outflows from the existing

educational system"; and "losses due to death, retirement and

withdrawal from the labour force";

vii) commuting the change in annual outflow from the various levels and

branches of the educational system necessary to create balance

in the forecast years betweer (v) and (vi); and,

viii) calculating enrolments per level and branch of the educational system

necessary to achieve the required annual outflows.

165, Educational goals are usually expressed in terms of required outt>ut (e.go

the number of successful school leavers) "by level and type of education. Some

times , however, they may direct".; concern only a specific level and/or type of

Manpower aspects of educational planning I^EPA'l^SCO, 1968; TCozhko, K.G= ,

Methods of estimating the demand for specialists and of planning specia

lized training "Vithin' the "uSSlf rjtras'CO, 19#Tf Goldstein, H. and Swordloff,
* * Methods of long-term rro.iection of requirements for and supply of

qualified manpower, IJlffiSCO, 19^7^
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education (e.g*s "to introduce in the next 10 years compulsory education of

seven years' duration1'-, or "to double the output of third-level education"),

or be expressed in the form of a general -nolicy statement (e.g. "to enlarge

considerably vocational and technical education at the second-level", or

"to eliminate disparity between enrolment of boys and girls", or "to ensure
that, as a minimum, half of those completing second-level education would

have the possibility to enter third-level"), These educational goals, in

whatever form they are expressed, should be converted into enrolment targets

for each relevant level and type of education,,

l66. The conversion of desirable goals into enrolment targets is a complicated
and time-consuming operation, because of the many links and interrelationships

within the educational system. For exarrolo, c decision to double the output
of third-level education requires not only n, corresponding increase of third-

level enrolment in the years preceding the target year, but might call for an

increase in second-level enrolment, which acrrdn might necessitate increased

enrolment in teacher-training institutions in order to supply the required

number of teachers. Or again, « decision to enlarge technical education at the

second-level might influence the number of those available, after several years,
for entry to third-level education, and so on. ' :

167." Future enrolment at each level and type of institution required to meet
defined educational goals is mainly affected by changes in the "orogression

rates within each level and the transition rates from one level to another^ by

changes in the distribution of enrolment within a given level by type and in

the number of new entrants into the educational system. The latter, in turn.

are affected by such educational measures as the increase in school facilities,

improved quality of teachers, changes in teaching methods and better supervision.

Enrolment targets should therefore be elaborated as a set of several alterna

tives, using different assumptions as for the future changes in progression

rates, transition rates9 etc., and their implications should be tested for the

whole educational system, including their impact on recurring and capital costs.

l68. The basic purpose of school enrolment projections is to gain insight into
the lon^-tem implications of the past trends of parameters determining school

enrolment and possible future changes in those parameters. Such proiections

may nermit a numerical assessment of the future intake, enrolment and number of

school leavers throwing light on the feasibility of reaching specific national

goals defined in terms of these variables. The projections can also serve as a

basis for the quantification of future resource requirements in terms of teachers,

school construction and finance, given the long time-lag involved in educating

new teachers and building new school blocks. In general, such projections are

valuable in clarifying the basic constraints affecting the attainment of natio

nal targets and thus may indicate the need to adjust the targets or change

current educational policies so that the targets may be attained.
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CHAPTER SIX

POPULATION AND HEALTH PLANNING

(i) Problem areas in relation to population

169. The size and growth of peculation in a country determines the level of
health services required- the larger the population, the greater the demand

for health services. The sex and. age distribution as well as the ratio of

population to health workers and medical facilities serve as indicators of

the adequacy of health care delivery in the country. Equally the- -pattern of

population concentration not only indicates the type of health services

required but also suggests locations for medical facilities. Basically3 health

conditions are affected by a wide array of factors. The levels of and trends

in mortality and morbidity are the most obvious indicators of health conditions

in a population. On the one hand while health conditions determine, in part 9

demographic characteristics (particularly in the cases of fertility and morta

lity); on the other hand, demographic conditions also affect health statuss

170. One problem area., therefore, in health planning is the lack of or

insufficient base year qualitative data on these health related indicators,

There is also the problem of concentration of medical facilities in more favou

red areas (e.g., capital cities) to the neglect of remote rural localities-

Accordingly, required data for health planning should include demographic and

socio-economic characteristics, population distribution, housing conditions and

the environment3 food consumption; morbidit:y5 child growth and development,

nutrition0 etc.

171. Besides the data on these health indicators for the base year, population .

projections and the planned targets in rest>ect of health, during the development

plan period are necessary before quantitative estimates of health manpower and

facilities can be drawn up. In this regard the distribution of the nopulation

by sex is important consideration in estimating not only the types of facilities

(maternal, child healthy etc.) but also their volume*, This is because in some
communities, social and cultural taboos exist which preclude male doctors from

treating female patients ind vice-versa. Since socio-cultural and .economic factors

also affect the provision and utilization of health facilities, the projection

should keep the socio-economic perspectives in view,

172. Overall, there are two main problems that are of central concern to health

planning. Hisrh levels of morbidity and mortality are due to the high incidence

of infectious diseases which in turn result primarily from poverty, malnutrition,

unsanitary living conditions and low level of education. To the effect that the

control of infectious diseases is more responsive to preventive than curative

medical interventions, health planning should be oriented towards the improvement

of environmental living conditions as well as the supply of curative medical

health facilities. The health facilities which do exist are generally inadequate

both in number and distributional efficiency. To be effective, health planning

should be sensitive to the efficiency with which health services are delivered.
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173._ The problem with planning in the health sector is that while it is
possible to measure health service inputs in terms of money, buildings and
manpower, there is as yet no conventional methodology for measuring the output
of improved health resulting from those inputs. Tvo health indicators are '
required for sound health planning - those that measure the health status rmd
related quality of lifo; t-*rl, those thnt measure t!i« provision of health c*re.
Examples of health status indicators include infant mortality rate child
mortality rate, life expectancy at birth, crude birth rat^ and disease -
specific death rates. Regarding provision of health care, examples include
physical accessibility, percentage of population served and population/health
personnel ratio.

(ii) Development objectives

17^ Given these interrelationships and problems, planning a system of health
services should (i) examine demographic data to find out the distribution of
population in the area concerned and its composition by age and sex; (ii)
collect data on the incidence of diseases and the causes of death if possible
by subnational areas; (iii) describe the existing pattern of health care
(private and public) and the section of the Population it reaches; (iv) compare
available facilities with national needs so as to determine the most urgent '
projects; (v) determine the objectives of a health policy and devise the most
cost-effective projects to achieve them; and, (vi) carefully describe, assess
and (where possible) quantify the benefits ' " '

175. In effect the suggested procedure for the.development of a country's health
programme is; i) to systematically identify priority health and health-related
problems; (11) to specify the objectives (i.e. to set targets) for tackling
these problems; (iii) to identify strategies for the attainment of the objectives
and, (iv) to translate such str<iteri-s into health development programmes. Parti
cular stress should be placed on an intersectoral approach to ensure that health

problems are tackled with the support of .and in collaboration with activities in

other social and economic sectors. The close interrelationships between Program
ming , project formulation, project management and any health formulation warrants
the^inclusion of all those ste^s in the country's health programming Process as
a single continuous entity.

176. All things being equal5 these suggested strategies should enable a govern
ment to ascertain the progress (if any) that is being made toward attaining an

acceptable level of health for all the population. Simultaneously, a process of

evaluation should be undertaken to assess the effectiveness and impact of the

measures beinp implemented as well as the monitoring of the progress/efficiency
with which these measures are beinrc implemented k9j. Both the monitoring of

W Sridger, G.A. and Winpeny, J.T. , Planningdevelopment projects (Overseas
development administration, London, 1983), Chap." 10.

k9f WO (1981), Op.Cit.
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implementation and evaluation of impact of the measures should involve policy
(i.e. to know if the health status of the -copulation is improving) and if
revisions of the policy, strategy and ;nlans of action-are required (i.e. to
know^if relevant programmes are beinp; properly formulated and corresponding
services/activities adequately di)

(iii) Policies and programmes

177. Most Governments now prepare national,, regional and sectoral rslans ■ '
covering one or several years. Although the health sections of these nlans
tend to concentrate upon the work of the Ministries of Health, other sections
deal with important health-related areas as agriculture and nutrition, water
and sanitation, education and social welfare.

178. There is currently a tendency to plan a country's health needs over a
long period of timefe.g. 10 or more years). In addition to long-term planning,
there should be programmes for the medium and short run as well. A realistic
healthplan should have all these perspectives in view. The long-term -plan
helps in choosing the direction and rate of steady expansion while the medium
(5-9years) and short-term (annual to quinquennial) plans indicate the path
leading to the defined goal and the immediate problems on the way. The long-
term plan can usually be considered as a design for attacking the institutional
and^other problems and to attain certain desirable levels of living through
training and modernization; the medium-term plan as a vehicle for eliminating
such diseases (if any) as malaria, measles, tuberculosis, typhoid, enteritis
and especially childhood diseases; and the short-term plan, as the medium
for bringing about those needed changes through immunization, environmental
planning and health education, as well as for attacking malnutrition and other
dietary deficiencies among vulnerable grouns.

179. Althougheach country has to set its own norms regarding the provision of
health facilities and the measurement of health, WHO has suggested a minimum
life expectancy at birth of 60 years and a maximum infant mortality rate of 50
per 1000 birth as indicative of a healthy population 50,'. Even if the defined
norms have been attained, it is suggested that countries should still develop
strategies for improving further the health status of their copulations. In
addition to these indicators of survival which will become less relevant with
increased development, indicators that measure quality of life as well as
social and psychological conditions and mental health should also be developed.
The selected indicators should include those that measure change toward attai
ning the objectives of the defined health policy and reaching the corresponding
targets. It is also suggested that these selected indicators should be closely
related to the menjis available for data collection and processing and should
be gathered as an intrinsic part of the system for delivering health care. If
such data are collected on a sanrnle basis, care should be taken to ensure that
all strata of the population are covered in order to reveal country-wide varia
tions in addition to the national average.

50/ WHO, Formulating strategies for health for all by the Year 2000 (WHO:
Geneva, 198l), "Health for All" Series Wo.2, Paragraphs 6l-66.
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180. In the light of the foregoing and given the historical fact that health
planning has progressed from the normative approach adopted in the 1960s
through the "project management" and "country health planning" methods to
contemporary "Health for All" by the year 2000 which now focuses on preventive
health care, it is suggested that a comprehensive health planning should stress
the need to consider the preventive approach without necessarily excluding
the curative approach and efforts should be made to inject the "Alma Ata
Declaration" in the planning. In this regard, the use of simple health services
should be emphasized as well as the need to revolutionize medical education
through encouraging health education, inculcating social medicine, encouraging
public participation in raising public health services and standards and using
paramedics.

181. The goal of providing free medical facilities should be a long term one.
In the short and medium terms, modest fees should be charged to sustain the
services. Priority areas for providing medical care should also be defined.
Governments should encourage community effort in the provision of medical faci
lities given the already enormous amounts of funds s-oent on health and educa
tion. Finally inter-linkages should be encouraged between the foregoing stra
tegies and programmes on the one hand and demographic as well as other sector
variables on the other.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

POPULATION AM) HOUSING PLANNING

(i) Problem arejasinreJ-ation to pp-nulation

l82. The size and growth of population, together with an adequate assessment

of the existing housing stock, provides an indication of housing needs. However,

other demographic factors such as marital status, the proportion of the popu

lation of marriageable age > the age and sex structure = trends in the spatial

distribution of ponulations the size and structure of households and nuptiality

patterns are important considerations in determining housing needs 51/*. In
particular, the snatial distribution of population provides a basis for deter

mining the location and type of housing required; the higher the density of

population, the greater ths need for housing. Internal migration, due to its

impact on population growth in the sending and receiving areas, greatlv affects

regional housing conditions and needs. Rural-to-urban migration may aggravate

shortages in housing and worsen housing conditions in urban areas if no adequate

growth in housing is "Planned,.

183« The level and trend of fertility also affects the growth of population and

thus influences housing needs. Fertility affects the size of family or house

hold, and thus is an important determinant of the type and size of housing unit

required. It is important to note that an iranrovement in housing conditions may

also influence fertility level and patterns. Improved housing facilities

may encourage counles to have children but may also reduce fertility. The inter

action between housing development and fertility should be examined in relation

to such factors as family size_, income and educational levels.

Cii) Development objectives

18U. CTiven these interrelationships, the improvement of the quality of life in

human settlements is considered to be "the first and most important objective of

every human settlements -policy 52/. Though housing is the core concern of human

settlements assessment, planning and -oolicies, the wide perspective of human

settlements consists of three basic components - shelter, infrastructure and

services. It is therefore more useful for -ilarming purposes to interr>ret housing

in broad terms as comprising basic n^efls including utilities and services.

According to HABITAT, Shelter refers to th-s structures of different shape, size,

type .and materials erected by mankind for security, privacy and protection. Infras

tructure comprises the complex networks designed to serve the needs of the people

51/ Population policy and development -planning: aspects of technical

co-operation'(United Nations DTCD: New York, 19^0f.

55/ Kakooza, E.J. » "Human settlements/housing sector".. Paper presented at the

Task Force mcetinn^f^ experts on "Guidelines" for integrating population

factors into African development Planning. Addis Ababa (Ethiopia),

3-7 November 198"£I
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and to move foods, energy and information - examples are roads, water supnly;

sanitation and transportation. And services include education, health, culture3

welfare, recreation, etc* in short whatever is required by a community for the

fulfilment of its functions as a social body. The quality of life is determined

"by the availability and quality of these cor/r>onents. Thus, the main objectives

of settlements policies in Africa., as well as elsewhere is to make shelter,

infrastructure and services available and accessible particularly to the social

groups who need it

185o Planning housing programmes ontails the identification of current shelter/ .

housing policies, their goals> the role of the -nrivate and public sectors, the

size- of -nopulation to be served, the priority groups^ source of funds and

strategies to be arynlied 53/. The planner has then to assess the present housing/

settlements conditions and the main problems of various population groups in the

country. Population growth5 new family formation and losses of the housing

stock have to be estimated and -projected. The government then has to define

broad objectives relating to the target groups and their size; Droblems to be

alleviated and the target areas.

(ii^-) Policies and programmes

l86o In order to formulate a housing nolicv which can be expressed in a realis

tic programme, it is necessary to measure the existing housing stock and shortage

of dwellings in a particular country and to estimate how many dwellings will be

required at various dates in future. This reflects the need for statistical data

to be assembled on a number of indicators relating to the human settlements. The

comparison of these indicators within a country overtime,, say five years, should

help the policy-makers and planners to evaluate changes and the impact of major

policies. "Tiese indicators of shelter/housing conditions are not limited to

housing in any narrow sense, as a housing "oolicy is related to the entire national

development process. Housing is linked directly with the promotion of economic

growth through the multiplier effects of house construction unon the demand for

labour and the production and use of raw materials and equipment.

187. The collection of relevant data for the integration of population variables

into planning the human settlements/housing sector is one of the challenges which

planning offices in member States are facing. To permit a wider application of

the techniques, planning offices would have to initiate through the national

statistical offices requests for the collection of the required information.

53/ "Guidelines for the preparation of shelter programmes" UNCHS (Habitat)
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188. The most significant factors underlying housing need3 are the existence

of a substantial proportion of homeless T>ersons.t the prevalence of squatter

areas; an excessive number of households crowded into a relatively small number

♦ of dwellings - the majority of which need replacement or major repair. And

** for the future, the universal nroblems are of providing accommodation for the
*m population increase and of replacing the dilapidated houses. The question of

\ vacant units should also be considered, A certain percentage of the housing

I inventory which varies from 2-5 T>er cent in some countries is vacant because

g it is for rent9 for sale, held as second residences. Thin percentage is

referred to as the vacancy ratio.






